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Total Institution and Socialization for Conformify:
ChaFter One

Stâtement of Objective

This thesis explores the design and mechanisms utilized

in

Pentecostal

socialization as mediated by a Pentecostal boarding school, seen specifically as a "total

institution" and moulder of conformity. The following pages offer hypotheses as to how
conformity is produced by the institution studied.

Theoretic¿l Framework: Socialization for Conformitv

ihe

social order

of a group requires a

individual members in order for

it to

degree

of conformity on the part of

exist (Westby-Gbson i965, Johnson 1970210).

Social orde¡ can be viewed as a result ofthat conformity. When the individual's interests
and goals do not conform

interests

to

those

with those ofthe group, the individual must subordinate his/her

of the group. Hewitt

suggests

that individuals are prone to

self-interested behaviour which often conflicts with the goals or interests of the group;
consequently the individual must leam to conform and so avoid committing breaches

the established social order (1997:217).

It

of

is the objective of socialization to produce

individuals who have intemalized the interests and goals ofthe group (Hewitt 1997:167).

Socialization can been divided into two relatively distinct processes: primary and
secondary (Berger and Luckmann 1966.

whereby the individual develops
Secondary socialization

129)

Primary socialization is the process

a social self in primary groups such as the family.

is the process whereby the individual intemalizes

specialized

knowledge necessary for acquiring an occupation. Secondary socialization tends to build
upon the attitudes a¡d values internalized during primary socialization but may involve the
6

maintenance ol and, in some groups, the destruction of the individual's

socialization occurs in relation

self.

Secondary

to social groups, serving to integrate or reintegrate the

individual into a group by maintaìning or altering his/her attitudes and values.
Generally, socialization processes occur throughout the individual's life, involving
many different locales, people and types of information. Individuals may also be socialized

in specific settings

desigried

for the purpose of achieving conformity with regard to

specific attitudes and behaviour. The private Pentecostal boarding school is one ofthese

specific settings designed to provide effective and intensive socialization regarding the
Pentecostal ethic.

Intensive socialization is the deliberate and concentrated process through which an

individual is taught and comes to internalize the social standards, attitudes and practices
a particular culture

of

or sub-culture. The objective ofthe Pentecostal boarding school is the

intensive socialization

of the individual to the Pentecostal ethos which

embodies the

characteristic concepts that form the social standards attitudes and practices

of

the

Pentecostal denomination (Moore and Meyerhoff 1977:22; Mclaren 1993:125, 139, 300;
Geerrz 1957 :421), This system ofideas dominates every aspect ofthe student's iife at the
Pentecostal boarding school.

Intensive Pentecostai socialization is designed to produce total conformity to the
Pentecostal ethos- Total conformity is defined as having been achieved when conformity

in public behaviour is

accompanied

by private acc€ptance of that behaviour by the

conforming individual. Such private acceptance of public compliance has been refened to

as "attitudinal cooformitl' and the mechanisms

found

in the Pentecosta.l boarding

conformity and

it is achieved

of

intensive Pentecostal socialization

school a¡e designed

to

produce such attitudinal

when the individual's public behaviour conforms

to

the

Pentecostal ethos and is accompanied by private acceptance of that behaviour (Festinger
1953:232).

7

The Tot¿l lnstitution as Socializing Agent
The structure of the Pentecostal boarding school is that of a ..total institution"

(Goffinan 1961; Peshkin 1986:90). Goffrnan describes a total institution as including
those settings "designed as retreats f¡om the world even while often sewing also as

training stations for the religious" (1961:5). For our purpose, the total institution is
defined as

a

to all-encompassing
of its members and

setting that isolates and subjects the individual

indoctrination. These

two

institutional features

-

isolation

all-encompassing indoctrination - are crucial for the realization of intensive socialization
as they contribute

to total conformi4r to the Pentecostal ethos.

The Pentecostal Boarding School as a Total Institution
1.

Isolation

The Pentecostal boarding school, in acting as a total institution, isolates the
students by creating and maintaining a "ba¡rier

to social i¡tercourse with the outside,'

(Gofftnan 1961:4; Peshkin 1986:99). Isolation from the "outside" occurs in three ways:
geographically, socially, and through the control of information. These forms of isolation

work to ensure that the efforts to develop a¡d mold the students are pure and protected
fiom potentially conflicting influences that might compete with the intensive socialization
process. More specifically, isolation requires students to form a life within the school
where they are virtua.lly isolated from the 'temptations of the secular world' @eshkin
1986:9, Goffina¡ 1961.4).

The students of the Pentecostal boarding school are isolated geographicatly
Geographic isolation is the product

of

conscious efforts by the Pentecostal boarding

school staff to restrict the influence ofthe outside world by physicaily locating the school
apart from the larger urban population in a communal setting beyond city limits.

The students ofthe Pentecostal boarding school also a¡e isolated

socially. Social

isolation is the product of conscious efforts by the Pentecostal boarding school staff to
separate and insulate students from worldly influences- Even when students are off school
8

grounds' the school encourages them to 'be in the world, but
not of

it.' (peshkin

Social isolation occurs in three ways-' morlirtcüfion, communion, and

19g6:9).

sacrif ce.

students undergo mort4fication when they shed those personal characteristics
(physical belongings and attitudes that act as expressions of the..self,)
which conflict with

the Pentecostal school ethos, and adopt characteristics that are supportive of the
Pentecosta.l school ethos. communion is the result of staffs
collective efforts to
strengthen the bonds between the boarding school and students. sacrifce
embodies the

systematic const¡aints placed

on students which discourage and limit

unauthorized

association with "outside" social contacts (e.g., abstaining fìom smoking
and curfew).

Finally, the students of the pentecostal boarding school are isokited through
thc

control'of inforntation. rnformarional isolation is the product of conscious
efforts by the
staff to control the type and amount of information the students encounter
while on
campus (Peshkin 1986:262; Hassan 1990:65 -67). For example, books
and other resources

in the library that conflict with the pentecostal ethos are prohibited.

2.

Indocarination
The school encompasses students by pervading every aspect of their rife with
the

Pentecostal ethos (Laake 1993.20). The pentecostar ethos - i.e., the
set of unique ideas

that inform the social sta¡dards, attitudes, and practices of pentecostalism - is designed
to

be present in the public and private dimensions

efforts

to instruct a

doctrine

or ideology.

of

students,

lives. Indoctrination

are

It is transmitted in th¡ee ritual modes:

intensification, instruction, and reintegrefion- By participating in these rituals,
students
embrace and intemalize Pentecostalism. Before discussing the modes
here, a definition

ofritual

and its general cha¡acteristics will follow.

of ritual releva¡t

Definition of ritual
Rituals are rites and ceremonies which celebrate certain values
and help to instill
these values in the mind of the participants. Rituals
are practices which embody the
ethos

ofa particular curture and, when performed, the

ethos is adopted by the partcipants.

(Mclaren 1993:47). The indoctrinating rituars ofthe pentecostal
boarding school include
rituals that link the students to the pentecostal ethos;
consequently the students, beliefs are
intensified and they are reintegrated with the school (Mclaren
1993' xiii),

Characteristics of ritual
Perþrmance
Ritual action is performed by participants of a distinø group.
Members of the
group adopt roles and, with them, expectations for specific
ritual

actions.

The

performance of those actions are conscious,
deliberate, symborically meaningful and are
performed with a specific intent.

Specialization
Rituals are not part ofmundane existence. They are designed
to occur at specific
times within specific spaces. preparations are made to ensure
that the space and time of

the ritual is prioritized and distinct. During the ritual, speciar
attention is paid by
participants to time a¡d space, creating a context separate
from mundane existence,
and

making it sacred and memorable.

Repetition
Rituals have a repetitive quality as they are a regularry recurring
part of group life,
They occur in relation to specific events (e.g., during a scheduled
ritual time before and/or

afÌe¡ other group activities or circumstances which require
a ritual to be performed).
Repetition is also apparent within the diffe¡ent segments
of the rituar as certain words.

l0

sounds and acts are repeated. Repetition is a crucial element in the
structure of ritual as it

works to ensure prioritization and indoctrination ofgroup values and expectations (Slough
1996:175).

In s ti tu t i ona I iza ti ott

The structure of a ritual is consensuar by all participants in that they expect
a
pattern of words and actions to occur during the

ritual. participants are socialized to

expect, understand, and participate in the ritual. In this sense, the ritual is informed
by the

group's tradition and endorses the order of the group (e.g., the distribution
of authority).
The distribution of authority (the order ofthe group) is endorsed and perpetuated
by the
method and content ofthe ritual.

Vafue

Rituals a¡e highJy valued within the group- They are a recognized feature of the
group's identity. Therefore, during the ritual's performance, participants experience
deep
feelings of commur'ity and belongìng. participants become attached to the group
and the

group's values when participating in rituals. The group values are identified, validated,
and
represented as unquestionable for group membership.

Enlightenment

In

addition

to

becoming connected with the group and group values, the

participant experiences a transformation. This transformation is not only through
the time

and space

of the ritual but also into a¡

awa¡eness

of

something beyond himself

Participants are able to expand their sense of self and increase their awareness that
the sum
is greater than its

parts. Participation in the ritual connects the participant with something

beyond him/irerself (Grimes 1990: l8; Slough i996:203).

ll

Each ritual performance involves the specialized organization

of time,

space,

action, objects and language. Each rituar is designed in such a way
as to emphasize
conformity to a specific aspect ofthe pentecostal ethos.

Ritual modes of indoctrination
Through the rituals

of

intensification, instruction, and reintegration, the staff

communicate to the students the expectations for attitudes and behaviour.
They expect
students

to model the Pentecostal ethos in attìtude and behaviour. mortification (rebirth),

sacrifice (selfl essness), and communion (community).

Rituals of intensirtcafion incrude private morning devotions, chaper, intermittenlry
scheduled throughout the day, and both conective and private prayer
in the evenings. The

intensification ritual

is

designed

to

incurcate the idea

of sacrifice by

emphasizing

detachment from the outside world.

Rituals of instntcliol constitute delibe¡ate and systematic attempts to instill
ideas

into students by pewading the content and method of instruøion with the pentecostal
ethos. The instructional ritual is designed to produce conformity to communion

by

systematically emphasizing attachment to the group.

Rituals of reinfegrarion are a series ofinstitutional procedures that are designed
to
manage and control the students' attitudes and behaviour. These ritua.ls
strengthen the

student

in the "student" role by encouraging

Pentecostal

his,/her unquestioned adherence

to

the

ethos. They routinely reconnect the student to the pentecostar ethos by

reminding him/her of what his/her role should be, how he/she should act,
and why helshe
should act in that particular way. Reintegration rituals are designed to produce
conformity

to mortification by emphasizing

a transformation

and re-attachmenl to the instirution.

of detachment from the..outside world,,

Methodolog¡
Design of Study
The design of this study - methods of data collection, analysis, and presentation
-

was greatly inJluenced by three factors: the complexity of the research question,
the
inherent difficulties associated with researching the production of conformity,
and the

priority placed on listening and being sensitive to the students' voices during
the research
process.

The design of this study and its focus originated with a question, "How does the
Pentecostal boarding schoor socialize
methodology was selected as

it

it's students?"

consequently,

allowed the examination

Penteccistal boarding school more effectively than

of the

a

quaritative

complexity

a quantitative approach.

It

of

the

was the

intent of this study to explore the data with theoretical sensitiviQt (Glaser 197g,
Strauss
and corbin 1990:41). The priority ofthis research was the accurate interpretation
ofthe

dafa. The goal was to produce an insightful, theoretically grounded, ethnogaphic
account.

Qualitative resear'ch methods presented in a descripiive and ethnographic manner
were chosen as they seemed most suitable to hearing the voices of the students. These
methods had the strength
understandings

of private

of

preserving and amplifying the individual accounts and

school

life.

Through the use

of

participant observatior¡

interviews, student journals, and institutional documentation, the accounts of pentecostal

boarding school students and sta.ff and the articulations

of their experiences at the

Pentecostal boarding school were collected,

There is a particular methodological challenge in the research question. There are

two

sides

to the production of total conformity - pubric conformity with private

acceptance and public conformity

without private acceptance. Festinger encountered

a

similar problem and suggested that total conformity ("public compliance and private
acceptance") can most accurately be determined by the observation of public behaviour

l3

with the elicitation of a pri'.'ate response (1953:247). In discussing the influence that
produces public conformity withouÍ private acceptance and that which produces public
conformìty with private acceptan ce (total conformi¿y), Festinger stares

"If we could

observe, as nearly simultaneously as possìble, the person's behaviour
under both public and private conditions, we would have a satisfactory basis for
distinguishing between the two tlpes ofinfluence. Ifthe private behaviour is
found to coincide with the public behaviour we may assume that we h¿ve observed
public compliance with private acceptance. If, however, publicly the person shows
the compliant behaviour but privately reverts to his original behaviour, we may
then assume that public compliance without private acceptance has taken place,,
(Festinger 1953:247)_

From his suggestions,

I

employed the observation of public behaviour (via participant

observation) and the elicitation of private responses (via interviews and student journal) in

efforts to determine the effectiveness

of

the pentecostal boarding school as a socializing

agent. I recognize that the elicitation of students' private

responses

to determine their

private acceptance ofthe Pentecostal ethos was limiting as it provided an indication ofthe
students' conformity dunng the interview and the times when they wrote in their journals.

Elicitation of private responses did not ensure that the student privately conformed during

other times outside

of the immediate presence of the researcher. However,

the

combination of public observation and private elicitation was effective and proved to be
compatible with an ethnographic methodology.

Ethics
The staff and students were asked to complete an informed consent document.
completion of this form was considered a prerequisite for participation in the study, This
document, as required and approved by the university

of Manitoba Department of

sociology Ethics committee, informed the participants of their confidentialiry anony'rnity
and ability to withdraw from the study
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if

so requested.

Dâtâ collection
The data collection occurred in two phases. contact with the pentecostal boarding

school administraúon occurred in July

of 1996. verbal

and written consent from the

administration was secured that same month. prior to my arrival, the administration had
circulated information regarding my presence and the objective ofthe study.

Initial entrance in the field of study occurred from November 4

to 26, 1996.

Informed consent ofthe study participants was obtained at that time. This was an initial

exploratory rese¿¡ch visit to guide the development of a theoretical perspectìve. This
research

visit consisted rnostly of participant observation of instruction,

religious

exercises, institutional procedures, campus work, mission trips, and deportment. The
findingd produced a beginning theoretical framework for pentecostal socialization.

The second phase occurred during March 27

-

Apnl

ZI, 1997. This second

entrance into the field was more concentrated and included participant observation, staff
and student interviews, the obtaining of student journals, and institutional documentation.

Gaining enttï and maintainilg the researcher persona
The student body and staff were generously accommodating,

I

was given access

to the majority of the buildings and was invited to the majority of the staff and student
functions. However, I was granted only partiai access to the girls' dormitory. Males are
not allowed in the girls' dorm.

Being a researcher from "outside" the faith community and attempting entrance
into the Pentecostal boarding school (operated by impassioned a¡d fervent believers) was
a concem. For a significant portion of the six weeks in the field,

the faith.

"

I was regarded

as a

"believei' in conversation, and my

I was assumed to be..of
eagerness

to understand

the Pentecostal worldview and be involved in group activities probably gave staff and
students a similar impression. when questions

ofmy church attendance arose, particular

students began asking more poignant questions such as "Are you born again,' and

l5

.Do you

know where you will go when you die," I answered them truthfulty regarding my purpose

for being there.

I

explained

I

am somewhat neutral in my beliefs.

I

was quickry

bombarded by attempts at prosel¡ization. The remaining weeks in the field, I experienced

the same enthusias;n for discussing the school experience and

I

received more invitations

to group meetings (with motivation left to speculation). The conversation topics were on
salvation and the possibility of a more meaningful life,

Participant observation

In the attempt to approach the shrdy from the students' perspective,

I

chose to

conduct participant observation and be as close to the lives ofthe students as possible.

I

resided'in student residence, kept the same timetable and shadowed diffe¡ent students
upon invitation. Because the school administr¿tion had circulated i¡formation regarding
my presencer invitations to join students in school- and non-school related functions were

overwhelming.

I

attended class and chapel.

students in campus

I

ate in the school cafeteria, accompanied

work and field (mission) work and generally attempted to experience

and interact in the environment as would a student on a daily basis.

Interviews

Interview schedules were immediatery organized upon
interviewees generally was not problematic.

arrivar.

Soriciting

on the contrary, a portion of the student

population wished to be interviewed twice and some were so eager that they suggested

that

I

tape record casual conversations and impromptu focus groups. several students

voiced suspicion of my presence and the sincerity of the resea¡ch. consequently, they
chose not to be interviewed but suggested that never-theless they would be praying for
me and my thesis.

Over 31 hours of taped interviews, casuaÌ conversations, and impromptu focus
group sessions were collected. Interviews (one-on-one) were conducted in a confdential
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setting. Interviews focused on staffand student perceptions ofthe design and mechanisms
utilized in the Pentecostal boarding school to produce conformity. More specifically, staff
and students were questioned regarding the school's isolating practices and indoctrination.

Student Journals

ln addition to student interviews,

students were encouraged to write about their

daily activities in journals. The content of the journals included the practices of isolation
and the all-encompassing attempts at indoctrination. Specifically, students were askeci to

record their opinions of specific isolation practices and indoctrination. Thirteen students
submìtted their responses for analysis.

Institutional Documents

A¡

examination was conducted

of

available documents which defined the

institution's philosophy and objectives. specific attention was given to documents which
defined institution policy regarding isolating practices and indoctrination. Simila¡
attention was given to documenrs whioh specificaily described the implenrentation of the
institution's isolation practices and indoctrination_

With respect to the student body, several students voluntarily offered to submit to
the research process their own academic papers, assignments and creative writing that had

"insight" into Pentecostal boarding school life,

In the final days of the data collection, the data already gathered was assembled
and discussed with participants in the study. The theoretical f¡amework was discussed
and modified through an exchalge of questions ard responses between mysell students
and

staff

Through the combination of these efforts, an understanding of the design and

mechanisms involved in intensive socialization via the total institution was sained
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Data analysis

The final stage

of my

research involved reviewing and analyzing the data.

specifically, a grounded theory method was used as

it

allowed for the deconstruction,

conceptualization and reassembling of the data in meaningful ways (strauss
and corbin,
1990).

Staffand students were asked questions pertaining to the structure
and practices

of

the Pentecostal boarding school which they would describe as isorating,
instructionar,
intensis'ing, reintegrating, and conformity-inducing. The responses

to

these inquiries

provided a fiamework of stnrcturar components and practices
which reportedry produced

conformity. This information comprised the initial framework for the
second visit to the
Pentecostal boarding school.

Transcripts from participant observation notes, interviews, student journals,
and
content analysis of institutional documents constituted the data

set. The data from

the

fieldnotes were deconstructed, examined, conceptuarized, and categorized.
Information in

the field notes was conceptua[y rabeled and assembled into categories.
The two major
categories, isolation and indoctrinatior¡ emerged from this exercise.
The following tabre

(Table 1.1) describes the conceptual categories and the corresponding
methods of
documentation.

Categories of

Invesfigafion

Geogrøphic isolation
Sociql isolafion
Informafio nal i sol atio n

Methods of Doõumentation
Isolation
Participant observation, student journals,
interviews
Student journals, interviews
Pa rticipant observation, interviews

Indoctrination
IntensiJication Rituøl
Instruction Ritual
Rei ntegrøtion

Rifuat

Participant observation, interviews
Participant observation, student journals,
interviews institutional documents
Participant observation, interviews, institutional
documents
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once the categories had been established, sub-categories and their properties

and

dimensions were established.
These categories and sub-categories were systematically arranged so as
to exami¡e

their relationships with each other and to establish a logical representation ofthe intensive
efforts in the Pentecostal boarding school to instill conformity among the students.

Conclusion

The goal of this project was
socialization in the production

to

examine the mechanisms

of

pentecostar

of conformity. conformity may be detected in

student

responses as they interact and execute their daily routine as 'students., The mechanics

socialization revealed
Pentecostal total

a thorough description of the

instihltion In doing

setting and practices

of

of

the

so, this resea¡ch concentrated on the encompassing

nature of the school's ethos, its isolating practices, and the rituals of the pentecostal
school that instrucr, reintegrare and inrensify in efforts to socialize the student into
the
Pentecostal community_
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Chapter Two
Pentecostal Ethos and Students' Background
Introduction

The

mechanisms

of

Pentecostal socialization embody concepts

that

are

characteristic ofthe Pentecostal denomination. These characteristic concepts make
up the

Pentecostal ethos. The objective
students' adoption

ol

of these mechanisms of pentecostal socialization

is

and total conformity to, the pentecostal ethos. The mechanisms

of

Pentecosta.l socialization (isolation and indoctrinarion) are infuenced by the students,

backgrounds which influence their decision

to attend the pentecostal boarding

school.

The chãracteristics of the Pentecostal boarding school student population show
predisposition

to

attend the pentecostal boarding school

socialization setting). The following pages

(or a simila¡

a

pentecostal

will define the pentecostal ethos and the

predisposition of the students' backgrounds.

The Pentecostal Boarding School Ethosl

The ethos2 of the Pentecostal boarding school
communion

-

-

mortification, sacrifice, and

embodies the characteristic concepts that inform the social standards,

attitudes and practices

of a

Pentecostal denomination (the church

of God)

(Kanter

1972'76). These in tum inform the social standa¡ds, attitudes, and practices of the
Pentecostal boarding school affiliated with that denomination. The manner in which each

characteristic concept

is actualized

depends upon the nature

of the setting As

lThe term "Penterostal
board.ing school ethos" refers to the s?ecific charâcteristic concepls of the

the

Pentecostal boarding school as observed during this research. Though these concepts
miy resemble those
of the Pentecostât school's denomination, Î¡e datâ originates from the observation òfthe Þenrecostal
boarding school sefting a¡d it's pårticipants. It do€s not pertain to lhe school's denomir¡¿tion
and,
therefore, referring to the ethos of the Petrtecoslal boarding school as that of the denomination's
wor¡ld be

inaccurale.
2 See Moore
and M eyerhotr 1971:22: Mclaren 1993:125- 139- 300,
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objective of the Pentecosta.f boarding school is intensive socialization,
every aspect
Pentecostal boarding school rife (such as communar ,ìving

and work,

of

boundaries,

fecruitment, intimate relationships, classes, religious exercises,
etc.) has implications for
producing conformity. These abstract concepts - mortification,
sacrifice, communion are translated by the pentecostal boarding schoor into
concrete social practices for the
purpose of producing conlormity.
The Pentecostal ethos encourages attachment to the pentecostal
community wh e
encouraging detachment from previous habits and relationships
not arigned with the
Pentecostal belief system In other words, in the boarding
schoor, the ethos promotes

detachment from outside influences and attachmert
Penteccistal boarding schoor is in essence tryìng

to the

pentecostal

ethos.

The

to compete with the ,.outside world', for

the students' loyalty and estabrish a separate sociar order
within the larger society (Kanter
1972:66; Goflûnan 1961 :9).

Pentecostalism

is referred to

slmonymousry as "bom again,' christianity and

Fundamentalism, reflecting attitudes toward the conversion
experience and interpretation

of Scriptrrre. The term "pentecostal" originates in the Book
of Acts where, on the Day of
Pentecost' followers of ch¡ist were "fi[ed" with the
Holy Spirit3 and began to speak in
other tongues "as the Spirit4 enabred them" (Acts 2:4). The
beüefs ofthe pentecostars are
similar to, if not fundamenta[y the same as, other Bible-based
religious groups except for
slightly different emphasis placed on varying a¡eas of doctrine
and practice.

is cnnsidered part of the Tnmtv (God rhe Father, God
rhe son, and God rrre Holy
Ispint)
T¡ "1gtt.¡011"
Tbe 'spirit" (or Hory Ghost

as He is someti-"r .er"oø toj is considered an
active presence in
pentecostår. This spiritral
entif acts as ao agerrt *hictr tnuences a:tiorl t¡ougt L
and situåtioral factors. In short. the pentecosral att¡ibutes
the respoolibitiry or actron, noogrriaoï
situâtional factors to being infruenced by t¡e Holy spirit
as mu"rr ã. uy c"á i rr. rr,rr..¡ anã resus cr,risr
(God the Son).

the ereq'day life

4

oflìe

when refemng to the figures of the Trinity (Go4 Jesus chrisq Hory
spirit), thet pronoùns afid the
Bible. uppercase w l be used for trre remainder of this doco,nent.
This fo.,out has been chosen out of
respect for the tadition of t¡e pentecostal faitl commu¡ritv.
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Pentecostals believe in a strict adherence to fundamentarist christian
doctrines
based on a literal interpretation

ofan "inenant" Bible (the beliefthat the Bible was

inspired by God and is without error). The fact that Biblical scripture is
treated as inerranr
speaks

oftheir belief that the

passages and words were verbaüy inspired by God and

consequently, have a powerful eflect even when spoken aloud.

Mortification
Mortification describes a transformative process of death and rebirth. This
transformation fundamentally refers to a death (or detachment) of an old life
and a rebirth

(attachment)

to a new life. This transformation may be perceived as both a

transformation and a transform¿tion
transformations

spiritual

of the self Both

of the self involve a

shedding

or

spiritual transformations and
stripping of ..old,, attributes and

adopting, or putting or¡ the .,new ,,

Mortification

as

Spiritual Transformation

AII Pentecostals believe in a death-birth transformation. To become pentecostal,
the individual must undergo an initial spiritual transformation which is
commonly referred

to

as being

"born again."5 The individual must experience spiritual rebirth (the ,.salvation

experience") so as to gain entrance into the pentecostal community and,
in this case, the

Pentecostal boarding

school. when an individual

"salvation' he/she undergoes

a

experiences spiritual rebirth or

transformation. This transformation can be articulated as a

stripping ofthe old self attributes to replace them with the attributes ofthe
new self

To the Pentecostal, all individuals are bom with a sini:l nature. when the
individual becomes "bom again" his/her "old man" (spiritual being) is said

5

to die and a

Trutial splritual transformaton" refers specifically to thc saivâfion ex?erience f¡at precedcs
enÍance
into the Pentecostal comflumty. The pentecostâr f¡equentry ery€riences a
variation of the ,.salvation
experience" when obtaining forgrveness from tlle Divile fo¡ sins.
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"new man in christ" is said to be born.6 when the "old man dies,,, he/she
dies in his
conscious or unconscious commitment to neglecting "God's

will.',

He/she ,.dies

to

sin',

(walvoord and zuck 1987:461). This does not mean an extinction of sin but a spiritual
separation from s¡n, The individual is separated íiom the desire a¡d not the tendency
to

sin ln rebirth, he/she is aware ofthe existence of God's "love" and, consequently,
"will" for him,/her. Birth of the "new man"

suggests new life, that is to ..life in

God,s

christ,"

a

new life modeled after Christ's (Walvoord and Zuck I9B7 .46O).

when students experience a spirituat rebirth, their desires are said to change from
"self-cent¡ed" to "christ-centred." Their motives in everyday experiences, even
the act of
getting out ofbed, a¡e now informed by their new desire to be ..pleasing to God.,,

Aleús: When I wasn't a Christian, a lot of those things
[pleasing God] didn't
seem to matter and the way I went about life was totally different. Getting up
didn't seem to matrer. I'd go out till all hours of the night, sreep in hali the day,
and stuff like that.
Interviewer: You don't do those things anymore?
Alexis. No. To some extent the interest seems to be gone. A¡d the other extent.
I don't think I'd feel comfortable doing them an].¡rnore.
Nathan: I think it affects it. you try and do the right thing...not perfect but the
way the Bible says and everything, instead of wrong things.
Alexis: It's more about enjoyng life_ When I lived with my parents, they,re good
Ch¡istian people. You can tell by looking at them. They're happy. They've
- a
great marriage. They're involved in a lot of things. They look happy, and I lot
waat that for my life. However, God is going to work this out a¡d that is what I
want, But I want that same happiness in my life, the same joy and enthusiasm for
Iife- The joy to get up, make right decisions that are going to be herpful for your
future, in the world, spiritually.

6spLit ut rebirth occurs
when someone "prays the sirmer's prayer.,,

wìåt is

involved

is wbåt

is

comfortably referred to as "the ABC'S of salvation": acceptânce, belief, and confession. In
simplest terms,
tle indiriduat, before he ex?eriences this rite of passage, is considered a "sirure¡_" He must reàgfiize and
accept himsell as a sinner (one $'ho does not do the will of God), thereby acknowledging
his inãaequacy
He must áeljeve thât Jesus Ch¡ist is the Son of God. He t¡etr must ask J¿rus Ch¡ist fãr
ùre ro.givenäss åt
sins he committed and con/ess tlat Jesus Cfuist is his personal Saviour. It is ûis process
of lorgiveness
tlat serves as a model for tre spiritual re-initiation of the indir,idual afler he breachàs a spiritud ó moral
law in everyday life.

when the "old man," who was preoccupied with preasing himself, dies, the pentecostal
believes that interests, goals, behaviours, ranguage, and thought should
then be changed to
be pleasing

to God.

Sacrifìce

sacrifice is to surrender something ofvarue for the sake ofa higher, more pressing

claim. The Pentecostal is to relìnquish something of value as the cost of involvement
in
the Pentecostal lifestyle. Sacrifice promotes detachment ÍÌom the pentecostal,s
previous
life and the outside world (Kanter 1972: 76).

sacrifice for the pentecosta|s spiritual well being asks him/her to abstain Íïom
ord
characteristics and habits so he/she may maintain his/her status as ,,born
again pentecostal,,

and gain membership in the pentecostal community (e.g., in the "body of
believers,').

"old"

characteristics and habits a¡e those characteristics and habits that
the pentecostal

associates

with being "who he/she was" in his former

outside world (e.g., Jim used

to swear and

lift

before spiritual rebirth, in the

smoke before he/she became a bom-again

christian). Sacrifice of something valued is not without its compensation. This act
of
commitment is believed to bring the pentecostal closer to the Divine and
be more worthy

of

that relationship.

Communion
communion constitutes the collective unity through the varuing and sharing
ofthe

basic elements

of existence.

Once Pentecostals have experienced spiritual rebirth,

sacrificed parts of their "old" selves, renounced their past life, invested themselves
totally

in their new endeavor and become engaged in purifiing themselves, they find
their desire
is to inte¡act with persons of like faith- In other words, pentecostals communicate
a¡rd

feel a sense

of

community with other believers. communion

is the nurturing of

relationships based on coûlmon interest. As believers have separated
themselves from
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Prel,ous attachments, they attach themselves
collective

unity.

Communion provides

a

to the pentecostal community

sense

of

to find

connectedness, belonging, and

participation within the whore, with equal opportunity to contribute
and benefit. There are
shared feelings

ofbrotherhood, There is a sense oftogetherness in the facing of

and the overcoming

of

obstacres

intemal discouragement. communion mechanisms develop

equaiity in relationships, ferrowship, and group consciousness which lead
to ..the formation

of a cohesive,

emotionally involving and affectively satisfying communitv,, (Kanter

1972:93).

Students' backgrounds
The manner in which students are taught and adopt the sociar standards,
attitudes

ald practices of the Pentecostal boarding schoor

depends upon their backgrounds. The

students' ages, history of religious involvement (continuity with the past)
and the mode

of

introduction and entry into the pentecostar boarding schoor setting (recruitment)
predispose the students

to conform to the pentecostar boarding school ethos.

These

characteristics will be considered in ttus section.

Age, Transition from the Family and Continuity ìüith the past
There are 15 mares and 16 females in the school of

3r students. The average

student age was 20 years. Ages ranged between i7 years and over 25 with
the majority

of

the students reporting their age at 1g years. seventy-four percent reported
their move

into the Pentecostal boarding schoor as the füst move away from their family,
The
remaining twenty-six percent reported attending other educational institutions
(e.g.,
technical school, university, community college) or living away from
thei¡ immediate
family and working prior to attending the pentecostal boarding school.

The majority of the students (97%) reported their religious background

to

be

strongly Pentecostal. The same number of students described their immediate
family

as
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Pentecostal or "born again." As well as being raised in a pentecostal home,..the majority

of the students (90%) reported being deeply involved in their home churches prior to
attending the Pentecosta.l boarding school. Forty-five percent of the student population

reported that thei¡ fathers were involved in pentecostal miaistry in a full time basis. The
same number of students reported that church and home Íìequently "overlapped" as their

home church minister was their father. The majority of the students (90%) also reported

their home church as being their primary social group. They suggested their home church
was a kind of community multi-purpose centre, providing them with füends and activities

after school and during holidays thoughout their childhood. There was only one
individuai reporting he/she did not experience a religious socialization of any

kind.

The

logical conclusion is that students were socialized by Pentecostal families, closely affiliated

with their local Pentecostal church. Therefore, there is a great deal of continuity between
the students' previous socialization environments and their present status as students in
the Pentecostal boarding school.
These prior experiences prepared the students for the school. Thirty (97%)

siudents suggested that their families' values a¡d the manner
tra¡smitted were simila¡

to the content and

mechanisms

in which they

of the pentecostal

ofthe
were

boarding

school. For example, these students reported being strongly encouraged to remain
separate f¡om a threatening outside influence (refened to as "sin" and/or "worldy things',)

while being raised by thei¡ families up until they moved into the pentecostal boarding
school, similarly, the majority ofthe students suggested the indoctrination mechanisms of
the Pentecostal boarding school were familiar to them as, in the words of one student,

"[we] have

been

totally surrounded by efforts to mold us into the perfect ch¡istian before -

none of this is new."

The majority of students reporied being at a similar stage of indecision prior to
attending the Pentecost¿l boarding school and the circumstances surrounding the students'

indecision were all quite similar. prior
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to

attending the pentecosta] boarding schooi,

students were experiencing

a

sense

of uncertainty. The

Pentecostal boarding school seemed to belong
accounts represent the two

average student attending

to one oltwo scenarios. Nathan and Jill,s

tlpical scenarios.

Nathan: I came to school in the fall of 1996 I was right out of high
school. Alr
summer I was wondering .what am I going to do?, I was gettinglretty
worried
because the¡e were no jobs in my hometown and a securar uniueiriry
*âs o,-rt of
the question. All my füends were either at universìty or at these jobs
where all
they wanted to do was drink and swear. That wasn't how I wanied to rive.
on the
other hand, I had to move on with my life. I couldn,t stay home. My
dad came
home one day with some pamphlets from
[the pentecostal boarding school] and it
cli:ked - I was supposed to go to Bibre schoor. That's how the HJly Spirii
works
.- He opens a door.

Jill: I came to lthe pentecostal boarding school] after working a couple of years.
u_ nlike other people here, I didn't move here rigút
after high sclhool unà .tu.t'
classes l was working, riving on my owll and hating it. ireafly felt that
God was
telling me to do something different with my life. I say that becàuse He was
letting
me become discontent with my rife. My boss was crearly an atheist,
my neigiruors
partied all the time, and I was having a real hard time riving for
Goa' lust by"
chance, I heard about the school. I went to Discovery Days
[a promotional
weekend] a¡d met a bunch of people. By Sunday of that weekend I
had made up
my mird,
For Nathan, the decision to attend the pentecostar boarding school was
based on the
uncertainty he found after graduating fiom high school. He was dissatisfied
with his

options and felt that those options available
dissatisfied

to him

threatened his values. Jill was

with her occupation and social network. Nathan and J

experiencing anxiety about their futures and dissatisfaction

I

with their

were both
immediate

circumstances. They resolved their anxiety and addressed their dissatisfaøion
by choosing

to attend the Pentecostal boarding school. Nathan and Jill indicated that their decision
was influenced or validated by the Divine,
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Recruitment
Recruitment usually is the result

of reading the pentecostal boarding schoo|s

promotional lite¡ature and,/or attending promotional weekends. The promotional
literature
and weekends are designed
a sense

to foster an anachment to the pentecostai boarding schoor and

of communion among potential students.
The written literature advertizes the benefits of attending the pentecostal
boarding

school.

It

essentially fosters an attraction

-

boarding school by presenting a positive image

an early attachment

ofitselfl Goffinan

- to the pentecostal

suggested that, through

impression ma¡agement, an individual is able to foster an impression
of h.imself to another

individuai during interaction (1959:20g).

In this case, the literature

emphasizes the

positive aspects ofthe school and presents it in a positive way. The
foflowing passage, for
example, emphasizes the strengths

ofthe school in fostering religiosity.

"[PBS] provides students with a solid foundation in the word
of God, equipping
them to stand in a worrd where ch¡istian varues are continua[y oeing cnäùe.riea
-word"of
and eroded. The college setring provides opportunity for the
co¿ ä¿
the Holy spirit to produce positive life change and the åbitity to disciple
others,'
(Pentecostal boarding scliool, 1997).
Promotional weekends (e.g., Discovery Days) are designed by the pentecostal
boarding school staff with the same intention - to foster an impression

of

the pentecostal

boarding school. Goftnan refers to such events as "institutional displays"
since the intent
is to foster a pleasing impression of institutionar rife for a congregation
of those who are

not routinely privy to such knowredge (196r:10r). The promotional weekend
is designed
and orchestrated by staff and student volunteers to display the community
of pentecostal

boarding school

life.

Leisure activities, sports events, male versus female contests,

'tcebreakers," student-hosted orientation to the facilities, int¡oduction
to staff and student
personalities (e.g., President, teachers, student council),
a¡d festive, energetic rerigious
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services make up much

of the weekend's schedure. There is a strong

emphasis on

excitement, making friends, and ..Right Livin'."

"Discovery days are for young people in high school or of college age.
This year,s
weekend of fun and fellowship will centre around the them", ruôHf
LIVIN' IT UP!" (Pentecostal boarding school, Winter Newsletter, 1996)

llrnç'i,

Sharlene (a second year student) remembers basing her decision

to attend the pentecostal

boarding school on her experience during a promotional weekend.

sharlene: I really don't know why I wanted to come. I had to do something
with
my life, because I didn't want to go to college or anything like that. It
didn,t
appeal to me. I met Jim and he took me to Discovery Days. Then I kind
of made
a deal with God. So I said, .Otq if I have fun all weekend, if I have
fun at
Discovery Days then I will know., I usually don,t
[have fun] because I usually
take forever to get to know people. Right from the beginning it was booml _
I am
having fun.

Both promotional literature and Discovery Days advertise the pentecostal
boarding school
as a setting for students and potential students to build social bonds_ In
a promotional
newsletter, a student reflects the importance ofsocial bonds when he writes:

Allan: "what can I say? you have to be here to feel the warmth of friends. the
frenzied studlng and the profound chapel sewices. My original impression
of
[PBS] as a lst year student was the feeling of being at home away from home,,
@entecostal boarding school Winter Newsletter, 1996).

The involvement

of staff

and volunteer students during Discovery Days provides a

powerful impression to those students deciding whether the pentecostal boarding
school is

in their future. A majority of the students in this study attended Discovery
Days and,
during the course of the weekend, developed relationships with stafl vorunteer
students
and potential students who were influential in the decision
theme ofthese weekends and
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to en¡oll. The predominant

ofthe promotional literature is that of,.discove¡ friendships,'

at the Pentecostal boarding school. They start to create a sense of community even at this

early stage-

Conclusion
The objective ofthese mechanisms ofPentecostal socialization is the student,s
adoption

ol

and

total conformity, to the Pentecostal ethos. In this chapter, the

Pentecostai ethos (characteristic concepts

ofthe Pentecostal boarding school) were

described. The influential facts ofthe students' backgrounds, relevant to pentecostal
socialization, were briefly identified.
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Chapter Three:
Isolation for Socialization
Introduction
The Pentecostal boarding school isolates students in th¡ee main ways to exclude
outside influences that conflict with the Pentecostal ethos and Pentecostal socialization:
geographic isolatior¡ social isolatio4 and informational isolation. These mechanisms have

predominately one goal: the strengthening and maintenance

of faith among

students.

These mechanisms are successful when students detach themselves Íìom the outside

world and increase their attachment to the Pentecostal boarding school ethos.

Geographic Isolation

The Pentecostal boarding school was founded by a local minister
Founder Rev.J.W.Bruce, believing the "outside world" was

in

in

desperate need

1936.

of

the

"Gospel," started the Bible school at Consul, Saskatchewan (small, rural, community).
Initially, called the south s¿skatchewan Bible Training School, the school began boarding
shrdents as the majority

of them originated from satellite rural communities. It

was

apparent a Bible boarding school was preferable since the majority ofthe students had to

travel significant distances to attend.

It

was during these years that the administration

(largely consisting of Pentecostal ministers) came to realize the compatibility boarding
school life had with the "total Christian lìfestyle" they were endorsing.

I¡

7937, the school moved to Robsart, Saskatchewan and then again to Moose

Jaw, Saskatchewan in 7943. Upon outgrowing the facilities there, the school moved to a

former air force base outside of outranL saskatchewan in 1947. At this time, the school
became completely isolated, geographically from the "outside world,, by more than

l0

miles. students and staff ¡esided on campus and collectively cooperated in the operation

of the school. As the Bible school met with
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success, a high school was added

to the

program and the name was changed to Internationar Bible college. Bythelate
1950,s, the
expansion

ofthe denomination in the westem canadian provinces, coupled with the aging

state of the air force base campus, motivated the decision to relocate to a more central

location The

to ìts current location outside of Moose Jaw,
saskatchewan. The new campus consisted of fourteen and one half acres, purchased
school rerocated

from the city, allowing ample room for future expansion. The first buildìngs were
prepared for the beginning of the 1962-63 school term. The pentecostal boarding
school
continued to operate wirh support from the local pentecostal church of God community
and eventually from the international headquarters in cleveland, Tennessee.

the high school offerings were discontinued in order to focus on

At this time,

post-secondary

ministerial training.

To understand the role ofthe pentecostal boarding school's geographic isolation,
the notion of"space" and how it is utüized must be addressed.

"A society's buildings

and othe¡ formar structurings ofspace may be regarded as
'printouts' ofwhat society believes it is doing, und ,o
b" ..ud u,
"un
s¡'rnbolic of that intent. A school, like any other formal structure,
may be
interpreted as an expression of expectations a'oout what sorts of behaviours will go
on within it, as well as a facilitator ofthose behaviours. Such a structure, and the
spatial arrangements within it, may be seen as a kind of selÊfulfilling prophesy
made material" (Sitton 1 990:65-66).

giant

As Sitton suggests, the manner in which space is used tells ofthe social realities that exist

within that space.

The "outside world" is considered a threat

to

pentecostal boarding school

students. In.other words, the motivation for physical separation Íìom the urba¡ centre is a
negative perception of society or the "outside

world." The "outside wo¡ld" is tkeatening

to their spiritual, moral and, eventually, their physical well being.

Mr. Baldwin: we teach the individual to stand in a world that has no values. I say
that and I don't mind saying that, I'd say it publicry. young people today havenit
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got a bench mark and that,s why many of them are struggling.
For young people
today, nobody has said 'he¡e is a standard you need to tryìnã achievã o.
åå"n,'o.
is a good bench mark for your life.'
M¡s. Baldwin: The world .-. is corrupt. The born-again believer is in a battle when
he's in the world. we believe that the world is out to steal, kill and destroy
the
ch¡istian because that is what the enemy wants. you k¡ow who the
i.
he is in the world He'll attack you spiritually, mentally,
"n".u
[and] physically Í{e
wants you to fail - the world u'ants you to fa That's what we are pieparing for
and that's why we're careful with how much influence the world has on ui.
Frankly, I think it's geat that we have a rocation rike we do. Here we can do the
work of the Holy Spirit relatively unabated.

.

The perception ofthe "outside world" as harmful to the students, maintenance

of

faith is the staffs motivation for maintaining distance between the urban centre
and the
Pentecostal boarding school.

The geographic separation fiom the local, urban centre and the use
Pentecostal boarding school's ecorogical environment,
separateness

of

the

all reinforce the idea of

aÍd detacknent from the outside world. Geographic isolatior¡ and the

perceived outside threat, discourages students from participating in activities
and exclusive
relationships on the "outside." Tcgether they contribute to the students,
oercepticn ofthe
"outside world" as foreign and threatening to their maintenance offaith.

Separation from local, urban centre

The Pentecostal boarding school is located near Moose Jaw (a small, south
saskatchewan urban centre). The campus, covering an area of 14.5 acres, is situated on
a

hill, in the far south east comer of the city-rimits, overlooking the city- The campus

is

almost entirely surrounded by a valley. on one side the school overlooks the valiey onto
a
public park, several hundred yards below. on the other side, a series of train
tracks wrap

around the foot of the hill, leading into an industrial park, another buffer between the

domtown

and the

school. The river from the valley winds its way around the school and

into the city, making entrance into the downtown possible by bridge. In addition to the
J)

steep valley, winding river, and train t¡acks, there is an unkempt baseball field
and

a

oftrees. This last buffer between the campus property and the city itself serves as

sentinel

the entra¡ce to the Pentecostal boarding school property.
There is limited access to the pentecostal boarding school_ Two ¡oads lead into
the Pentecostal boarding school. one road enters from the.east, across a bridge and past

the President's home on the

hill.

This road is regarded as the "back entrance.', The

second entrance is a dirt-road, which leads up the steep valley from the park beneath. This

bumpy dirt-road seems to be an extension ofthe rough prairie fields surrounding
road passes a

dry unkempt field

and rows

it.

The

oftrees. The entrance remains uninviting until

the manicured grounds of the campus come into view, The street sign, ..Trinity Lane',, is
the first'indication that a religious school is

near At this point, the bumpy road

meets the

smooth pavement, and a large wooden sign comes into view. A giant wooden frame bears
the school's name in large red a¡d white letters. worked into the lettering, is the school,s
emblem - a bright, red flame. A¡nie, a student, provided her intepretation.

Annie: There is a reason w-hy it is that way. we believe that the blood of christ
washes us as white as snow. We are pentecostal_ We believe in the dav of
Pentecost.

she is referring to the Biblical account ofthe Day of pentecost when ..tongues

of

fire" were reported to have appeared on the heads of those who received the Baptism of
the Holy SpiritT.

this

slnnbol is indicative of the encounters to be expected within the

Pentecostal boarding schooi: students will experience indoctrination based on pentecostal
tenets and ultimately be compelled to speak in tongues similar to the Day of pentecost.

It

is one of the constant reminders for students to remember who they a¡e and whaf is
expecled upon entering and leaving.

7 Acts
2:3,
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KJV

The physical environment
The school President's home (formerly called the "ove¡seer's residence',) is at the
highest point on the hillside, allowing for a view of the city as well as the entire campus.

Between the President's quarters and the student residences is the staff housing

-

a

four-plex, housing staff members and their families. The student residences, for both
males and females, are perpendicular

to

each other in plan and at approximately the same

elevation, At the lowest point in the campus are the administration building where the
chapel, classrooms, library, dining room, and administration offices are found.

A

paved

road connects the administration building, the student residences, the staffhousing and the

President's quarters. This geographic lay-out

is

sl.rnbolically reminiscent

of

the

distribuiion of authority at the pentecostal boarding school: the president at the top, staff
beneath him and the students at the

bottom. It also

establishes a symbolic context within

which students are aware ofwho they are in relation to the careful watch Íiom,the house
on the

hill."

Controlled Movements Across Physical Boundaries
As the "outside world" is considered a threat, stafr afiempt to control the students'

mobility across the physical boundaries which may have an unhealthy influence on
students.

Interaction with the outside world is discouraged. First year students are required

to live on campus. The distance between the urban centre and the pentecostal boarding
school encourages
distance

that. The majority of the

to the downtown area of the urban centre is several kilometres. students must

arrange rides or

walk.

Furthermore, students, like susan, find that going outside the

school is complicated by several factors.
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students do not have automobiles and the

Susan:

I want to

see my friends. I don,t have a car and neither do they. The bus
doesn't stop anywhere near here. I can't wark - it's -2g
[degrees cercius] and I,ll
ÍÌeeze. If I wait for someone to give me a ride, I,ll be waiting alt day. It,s not
that
everyone here sucks or is mean or anlthing They just have their own stuffto
do,
that's all. so I have to talk to my Íäends and say, 'it doesn't look like we can hang
today.' So I'm stuck here.

students leaving are fiequently subject to time constraints as they must attend all
school functions and may be absent only after staff have pre-approved their
absence.

The most effective control placed on students to regulate movement

across

boundaries is curfew. The student handbook states

'?ermission must be obtained from the Dean of students before a student stays
off
campus overnight or for a weekend. Before leaving the campus for an overnight
Stay, students are required to have completed an.Out_of_town' slip signed by
their Dorm Supervisor and the Dean of Students, This must be rtone hy 1 p m.
on ThursdaL"
"students may be offcampus for two weekends per month. This does not include
holiday weekends or college activities.,'
"weekend and overnight leaves w l not be granted ifthe student is behind in
school work. Before reaving, students must arrange for someone to do their
campus

work."

"weekend slips will not be issued for any student on the weekend prior to exam
week."
students leaving the school property are expected to retum by a particular time.

exception

of

saturday (when the curfew

is

midnight), students must be

with the

in

their

dormitories by 1l p.m. and remain the¡e untilT a.m., everyday of the week.

To some staq the "outside wo¡ld" is a dangerous place.
I\{¡s. McKorkle: The curfew rule, there is a few issues here. In my mind one of the
primary ones is security here. The security of the premises, the things that are
inside, you could have strangers r alking in offthe street if its op"n ut z o'clock in
the moming and walking out with a vcR. I am also thinking oithe safety and
concern ofthe girls and women that we have in dorm. A door is left unlocked and
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you have some psycho walking in offthe street, comes in and rapes a girl. So
security is the main thing
Nathan: I don't mind curfew. I totally know that I would be out till one or two in
the moming if I was with the ¡ight people. Just having fun. It safer that wav too.
I heard stories where people just walk in to the dorm. Ifits not locked at night
people can just walk it. No I don't mind the curfew- I never had one when I was
at home. I don't mind. It is for our own good. I accept everything the teachers
say. I gress I am naive.

Controlled Movement in the ..outside world"
The Pentecostal boarding school is able to exert influence upon students even

when they are outside the Pentecostal boarding school property. As students

are

effectively socialized into their student roles, they understand the staffs expectations lor

them when they are beyond the spatial restrictions

of

pentecostal boarding school

property, The Pentecostal student roles take priority over other roles held by the students.
Mandeep (first year) has adopted this responsibility - that of a pentecostal student in the
outside world - and tries "to act like christ would all the

"I

am responsible to the school even when

I'm not

even supposed

time." He continues to

suggest

I am playing pool with my buddies downtown.

to do that." The

student handbook outlines

a

series of

expectations that a¡e concemed with behaviour outside of school property.

"Movie theatre attendance is not permitted while at pentecostal boarding school.',

"If a student is going to attend

a different church, they need

to notifr¡ the school

officials of where they attend."
Such controls of the Pentecostal boarding school discourage students and often result in

social gatherings occurring on campus or
outings, student witnessing, and "coffee-ing.

"

for

acceptable alternatives such as school

Controlled interaction with outsiders
The school controls students' ìnteraction with "outsiders." outsiders are those
who are not students or sta-ffof the Pentecostal boarding school. Students are encouraged

to socialize with individuals who will not "tamish" their "testimony" (be regarded as a
negative influence). The staff even control visits
Pentecostals

or

non-Pentecostals

to the school by outsiders visiting

- (including families)

must abide by the curfew and

physical boundaries, Male visitors a¡e not allowed in the female dorm nor are female

visitors allowed in the male dorm at any time- unregistered visitors are expected to leave
the dorm areas by 9 p.m. and be off school grounds by curfew. Registered visitors (those
guests who have applied, been approved and have paid at the administration office) may
stay the night at the boarding school subject

to student rules such as curfew and gender

segregation.

Social Isolation
Social isolation in the maintenance of faith is achieved by both weakening ties to

an "outside world" and strengthening ties

to the pentecostai

boarding school. The

boarding school sta-ff separate students from the outside world by using isolating practices

which emphasize mortification and sacrifice, The boarding school sta.ff further strengthen

this connection to the Pentecostal boarding school by using isolating practices which
emphasize communion.

Mortification in the Pentecostal Boarding School
Mortification in the Pentecostal boarding school is represented by a series of
translormative practices by which students "die"

to the

outside world and become

"reborn" to a üfe within the boarding school. The students must "die" or shed those social
standards, attitudes, a¡d behaviours which

li¡k

them to the outside world and which

conflict with the Pentecostal ethos, and adopt (become .,reborn,'
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to) those social

standards, attitudes and behaviours that link them

to the pentecostal ethos.

Students

experience this shedding process during admission and orientation to
the school and the
systematic loss of self-determination

tkoughout adjustment to school life. when studenrs

are admitted into the Pentecostal boarding school, they are ..stripped"
of elements of their

personaiity by the removal

of

possessions and the assignment

of the newly

acquired

i¡stitutional title of "student.',

Adopting the Title of ..Student"
Admission
'trimming

"

is a

practice that begins what Goffinan refers

Trimmhg occurs

as

to as systematic

"the new a¡rival allows himserf to be shaped and coded

into an ôbject that can be fed into the administrative machinery ofthe establishment,
to be
worked on smoothly by routine operations" (Goftnan 1961.16). Trimming
begins when
students adopt the title

of

"Pentecostal boarding school students.,' Doing so requires

students to ¡egard themselves differently from when on the outside. They
are required to

begin thinking like "students." They arrive at the boarding school and
begin following
instructions designed for them almost immediately. They follow the posted placards
with
di¡ections instructing where to register for the school term, where to go for
music lessons,
where to place their persona_l belongings, arrd where to park their cars.

.

Jill; I read'¡here it says .student' and I follow the arrow. man.

when newcomers consider themselves students they assume new. institutional
identities
students are assessed by how they furfill this role. For example, Rusty, a first year
student, was surprised to leam how intrusive the admission process can be.

Rusty: They need lots of stuff I mean it's kind of surprising that your new family
needs phone numbers and ba¡t i¡formation. .How are you going to pay?

How
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much a month? Where do you attend Church? Do you have a car? Have you paid
a computer usage fee? Do you have all your textbooks. come to think of it, ihey
sound like my mom.

'

The Pentecostal boarding school staff come

to know

and gauge the success

students' socialization by how these tasks are performed. For example,

of

the

if Rusty pays

regularly, attends church at the approved location, pays for computer usage and purchases

all of his text books at the campus bookstore, the staff will believe Rusty to be reliable,
sincere and

eager. He will be regarded by staff as a good pentecostal boarding school

student by his conformity to these roles,

All this information is included in his student file.

student histories are described in terms ofyear one, year two, year three, pa).rnent
schedule

for late fees, the need for special payment considerations, outstanding demerits

from previous terms, eligibility for student aid, requiring special campus work to pay
student fees and

othe¡s. Through the

increasingly to defi¡e themselves in terms

performance

of

these tasks, students come

ofhow they measure up to these standards.

Removal of Unsupportive Possessions

with the acquisition ofthe new title of"pentecostal boarding school student,' there
arise new expectations. Students are required

to "strip"

themselves and dispose

of

personal possessions that are not supportive of the pentecostal ethos (Lofland 1966:195,

Goftnan 1961:79).

If

personal possessions are .,unsupportive,,, their function (be it

practical or symbolic) does not contribute to the process of adopting and conforming to
the Pentecostal ethos,

If

students arrive at the Pentecostal boarding school with forms

ofpopular culture

(CD's, magazines, tapes, romance and horror novels, posters) that are not supportive of
the Pentecostal ethos, they are required to remove them from school property or dispose

ofthem by the end of the fi¡st week. Goffrna¡ comments on the personal loss when he
suggests that the removal ofunsupportive possessions involves a loss
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of selÊdetermination

as these objects constitute expressions and extensions

196i:18).

of the sfudents' selves (Goffrnan

Students removing unsupportive possessions signifl'

to them a

sense

of

commitment.

Jason (First year student):
kinds of changes for God.

I gladly got rid ofmy stuff It felt good to make those

But for some new sflidents, this stripping of valued personal possessions may be difficult,
confusing, and/or alienating. 8

Dean (First year student): I sit and thì¡k how much money I spent on CD's and
tapes and none of it was glori$ing God. I meaq I took a garbage pail and went
and th¡ew it all, man. It's tough. But it's what God wants. I didn't do it for
President McAllen but for me, you know?

A¡other student, Alesha, reported that soon after arriving at the Pentecostal boarding
school, she was approached by fellow students who info¡med her that the Divine spoke to
them regarding her personal possessions. They informed Alesha that the Divine instructed
them to help her destroy all her secular CD's, novels, and reveaiing clothing. Soon after,
AJesha destroyed these possessions.

Some staff members endorse the total removal
because

of

unsupportive possessions

of their negative associations. As the Pentecostal faith perceives the world in

absolutist terms (either "good" or "evil"), certain unsupportive mate¡ial is perceived as
absolutely harmf.rl to the student's socialization and consequently deemed non-negotiable.

McAllen: But some choices shouldn't even be a choice in a Ch¡istian school.
music, for instance, shouldn't even be a choice in a Christia¡ school. I
think it's the words more than anything. I understand we have Ch¡istian songs that
have the same beat and they are Ch¡istian. But it's [rock music lyrics] more about
N¿[r.

Rock

8 Gofiìnan suggests
that th€ student experietrces "dispossession oflhe self'when personål property (e.g.,
car stalls. bike space- rooms ard items within) is controlled or limited ând ITe student is subject to routine
inspections of private spac€s (e. g.. room inspections) ( I 96 1 : 1 8-20).
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deatt¡ suicide, and sex. I think [students'] hormones are struggling anyway.
Maybe when [students'] are older, they can handle it better or maybe they won,t
even want to listen to it, But at this age I don't thi¡k that it is good for them. So I
wouldn't even let that be a choice.
Even possessions that are unsupportive of or seemingly neutral to the pentecostal
ethos have to be controlled. Merideth, a second year student, regularly receives secular
newspapers and magazines such as Time, Mcleans, and The Globe and

Mail.

Devout

students suggest that she spends too much time reading about the "evil" that goes on in

the world and not enough time reading her Bible. To Meridet[ however, she

has

redirected and used them to support her faith.

"By reading this stufl I am more aware of the hurt in the world. I thi¡k it would
be too easy to stay up here in our little world and pretend that every.thìng is all
right. When I read the Globe, I know Satan is busy and I know that there is a lot
of work for us to do. . .. Take that cult for example - the Bible says there will be
false prophets in the last days. [Laughs] You can,t þore that. Jesus is coming
soon-"

A,fter removing unsupportive possessions Êom his daily routine, Daìe, a first year
student, noticed a considerable change in his demeanor. In the past, he would routinely

play lively secular music as part of his moming preparation. After reading the student
ma¡ual and removing the secula¡ music, he reported "feeling much bettef' about being at
the school.

Substitution with supportive possessions
EverS'thing
Pentecostal ethos

in the

students' lives have implications

in some \¡r'ay.

for

conformity

to

the

Sometimes even personal possessions essential for

everyday üving can be deemed unsupportive. For example, Ronny disposed
displaying partially clothed members

ofa

calenda¡,

ofthe opposite sex, upon the urging of school staff

members. within days of this, Ronny replaced it with a new, "appropriate,' calendar
at the
Pentecostal boarding school bookstore displaying scenes from nature and
scripture verses.

To fill vacancies such as Ronny's, students frequent the pentecostal boarding
school bookstore in the administration office lobby.

It

sells items

for school use as well

as

for personal purposes. The shelves are stocked with greeting cards, napkins, school pins
and badges, daily devotionals, calenda¡s, writing aids, dictionaries, texts and stacks

of

literature not required for classes. This resembles any other community college bookstore
except for the fact that the items for sale contain messages supporting the pentecostal

ethos. For

example, greeting cards have greetings often including kel¡¡¡ords

"Congratulations

- May

the Lord's blessing be upon you,,' ..God loves you

Birthda¡" "Holy spirit - the comforter in your time of need," and in most

-

Happy

cases are

accompanied by scripture. Napkins have similar messages. They contain lines dealing

with a specific occasion (e,g., Christmas, birthdaÐ

- and then a keyword,

..Him,,

or

"blessing," and Scripture. Keepsakes, key-chains, spoons, jewelry, T_shirts, bookmarks,
etc. bear messages with the school's crest. a tongue of

fue.

This crest even reflects the

spiritual nature ofthe Pentecostai boarding school as a full flame bums beside the letters

of the Pentecostal boarding school name. pencils with scripture inscribed along the side,
pins with silver crosses on them, calenda¡s designed to be used as a tool in
the student,s
everyday reflection and meditation on pentecostal values (e.g.,

"It is well with my soul',

written above a peaceful nature setting) are also on sale. Each daily page has a phrase of
encouragement or wisdom and the Scriptural reference upon which it is grounded.
One

ofthe most effective tools in the maintenance of faith are the daily devotionals

used by staff and students. Daily devotionals are usually small, portable books containing

collections

of stories, Scripture

verses, plausible scenarios showing how

to apply the

Divine's wisdom, hints on how to deal with difficult problems in the maintenance of one's
faith (e.g , "how to say no to sex"), and words ofadvice and encouragement for every day
of the year. students are encouraged to begin "hiding God's word', in their hearts and to
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memorize Scripture every day by way of a devotional. These have a way of instilling
in
the reader a simple lesson, synthesized with pentecostal values, to be applied throughout
the day,
The bookstore is such that it has something for every part ofthe students, day.

If

they are unable to locate a supportive version of an item that was disposed of, as it was
deemed unsupportive, they are made aware of networks that wourd be able
need through the bookstore (e.g.,

"if you don't

see it,

to supply the

iust ask and we can order

it',). By

servicing the students ìn this complete way, the pentecostal boarding school increases
the

potential involvement of controlled material in the students' lives and simultaneously
lessens the need

for the them to require other possessions unsanctioned by the pentecostal

boarding school.

COmmunion in the Penfecnsfrl Rncrdino Snhn^l
Communion (unity by valuing and sharing common elements

of

existence) is

achieved by breaking down the barriers that separate work, sleep, and play (Goftna¡
1961

5)

More specifcally, combining these th¡ee aspects constitutes the breakdown of

the barriers between the private and public spheres and enhances one's sense of
community with the group.

"All aspects of lile are conducted in the same place and under the same single
authority. Each phase of the member's daily aaivity is ca¡ried on in the immediate
company of a large batch of others, all of whom are treated alike and required to
do the same thing together. The va¡ious enforced activities are brought ìogether
into a rational plan purportedly designed to fill the official aims of the institition"
(Goffinan 1961:6),
The Pentecostal boarding school has an encompassing nature regulating the three aspects

ofthe students' Iife: wori<, sleep, play. The practice is designed to emphasize communion
(unity) - strengthen the students' connection to the pentecostal ethos. This is achieved
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through communal living and sharing, communal work, institutional compreteness,
distincl
language and prelerred dress.

Communal Living and Sharing
First year students at the pentecostal boarding school are required to reside
in
student housing (male and female specific dormitories). This requirement results
in
second and third year students continuing

to reside on campus for the remainder of their

studies- For example, more tha¡ half the students in both male and female dorms
were
second and third year students.

students in these dormitories live in close proximity to each other. The top floors

of two'adjacent buildings

house male and female students. Each floor contains

approximately I0 rooms. Some rooms house fwo students ("doubles") while most house
one ("singles"). Approximately 15 students (per male a¡d female dorm) live together
on
the one floor.
Students share the essentials of life on campus, students are required
meals with other staff and students in the communal dining

room. They

to eat their

share a telephone

in the lobby, showers, sinks, toilets, one mirror, a washer and dryer, a game room
storage space. The sharing

of

and

physical amenities break down personar space. For

example, on any given morning, the doors

to the rooms in the male dormitory

are

frequently open. Darting in a¡d out of each roorn, some students brush their teeth with
their neighbor's toothpaste, comb their hair with a neighbor's gel or styling mousse, get
to

ajob interview with

a roommate's car, and get ready

for chapel or class by dressing in

fellow student's clothing. This i¡formar, and oÍÌen impromptu sharing,

a

generaüy

contributes to an atmosphere of Íìatemity and togetherness.
students enter and exit the dorm by a single

doo¡. The foyer is a location where

students quickly exchange information pertaining
arrangements: upcoming social functions,
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to

homework, transportation

or casually lounge on the stairs to

discuss

spirituality or matters that require more attention (e.g., boy{riends and/or girlfriends).

In these close and frequent interactions, students discover pieces of information
about each other that foster communion. Goffrnan refers

to this as ..contaminative

exposure" when certain practices (normally of the private sphere) are not protected but

are exposed, shared, and made public because of the closeness

of

others (Goffinan

7961:23). The areas usually successfully protected - "territo¡ies of the self,- such as the
body (e.g., tattoos), actions (e.g., smoking and going to the bar), possessions (e.g., secular

music and magazines), thoughts (e.g., anger or jealousy toward fellow students) are
exposed and made public (Goffinan 1967:23). Dealing with these inevitable discoveries

or

"contaminative exposures" is an integral part of adjusting to pentecostal boarding school

life-

Students either totally accept or take issue with the student to whom the information

pertains. But mo¡e importantly,

it

allows the school to keep a closer watch on the

students and take timely and appropriate corrective action. Neal believes knowing ..too

much" about his fellow students is "good for the school."

Neal: Say we are talhng about I(im. He t¡ies to hide the fàct that he hangs out
with some non-christian people from work. sometimes he plays pool wiih them at
a bar. I know about it_ He doesn't wa¡t me to know, but I do_ It doesn,t bother
me because I know that it is something he needs to work on and, hopefully, I can
pray for him or help show him that that is something christ wourdn't ão. That can
only make us stronger when we are willing to do that for our brothers and sisters.
consequently, other students exercise caution and go

to great efforts to ensure their

private information is not made public (e.g., hiding secula¡ music and magazines, never
leaving without closing the door),

Communal Work
communal work is a series of on-going tasks on and around the pentecostal
boarding school (e.g., landscaping, snow removal, library services, dishwasfung, food
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.

preparatlon, vacuuming,. cleaning the batkooms, automotive mechanics,

etc.).

Each

student is assigned a series oftasks supervised by staff

Students' generany have two types

of motivations for working at these tasks:

financial and spiritual- Even though students do not receive cash or a monthly
cheque in
performing these tasks, they are able to reduce the amount they owe the school
by doing

so. By being

able

to perform

these tasks and, consequentry, sustain their existence in the

Pentecostal boarding school, students

do not have the pressing need to

pursue

employrnent off school property.

others do these tasks for spirituar reasons. In referring to communal work in
totalistic environments, Goffina¡ suggests that "whatever the incentive given for work,
then, this incentive will not have the structural significance it has on the outside ,.. There

will have to be different motives for work and different attitudes toward it,' (1961:g)
students believe the performance oftheir task is more thanjust aiding in the operation
post-seconda-ry

college. They believe the fulfillment of their tasks is a test of their

integrity. Patricia, for
and dusting

ofa

exampre, believes that she is obligated

ofthe administration building as thoroughly and

to perform her vacuuming

as diligently as ifJesus

christ

was her foreman. In Patricia's words, "He watches everphing I do and expects me to
do
everything with pride.,.after all I am a child of

His." students believe they

a higher purpose when they perform their communal
each task is

are investing in

work tasks and completion rates of

high. There are very few incidents where a student needs to be replaced on

a

communal work assignment. ln general, students believe they are working for God when
shoveling the snow, mowing the lawn, vacuuming the dorms and mopping the kitchen.

Furthermore, these tasks are supervised by staff members. communal work
becomes an opportunity

for staff to interact with students outside the classroom, to

casually discuss their concems with students
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orjust emphasize pentecostal principles.

Institutional Completeness

Neal: I guess you could say that we are a community within a community.

The Pentecostal boarding school, while isolating students from the outside world,
has a tendency

to be all inclusive and does not rely heavily on the outside

inclusive means that the Pentecostal boarding school
"institutionally complete" (1972:92)

It

Being all

is, in Kanter,s terminology,

offers a complete life for the students and, to a

lesser extent, the staff and their families, by attempting

an indefinite period

world

of time. The school

to meet their basic necessities for

provides for the students, food, shelter,

educatiònal resources, income, and leisure. It promotes a detachment from other potential

providers outside

of the boarding school. This institutional

completeness deters the

students from looking elsewhere for the provision of those needs and induces them to
remain attached to the Pentecostal boarding school.

Students gradually become accustomed to being provided for by the pentecostal
boarding school. Brealfast is served at approximately g:30 a.m., Iunch at 12:30 p.m., and

dinner at 5:30 p.m.. students are required to aftend meals in the pentecostal boarding
school communal dining room. In the event they are absent from a meal, they are required

to "sign out," making the cooking staff aware of their absence. Even ifstudents are absent
at meal time, they remain responsible for their kitchen work if they are so assigned for
communal

work.

Such practices discourage absenteeism.

Dean: It's a pain- First I have to sign out. Then I have to get someone to cover
dishes for me. Then I have to do their work if I switch- It just gets complicated.
And if I'm late, Ijust might mìss dinner alltogether. They clean up so fast
because they want to get out of there_
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Distinct Language and Dress

.

Specific practices that contribute to communion are the use

ofa distinct

language

(Pentecostal vernacular) and distinct dress. Distinct language is insulating,
as students and

staff use esotcric terminology not shared with the outside. Distinct dress emphasizes
communion as students a¡e both subject to regulations prohibiting and making mandatory
certain kinds ofd¡ess. It encourages students to appear different to students in the
outside

wo¡ld.
Profanity and other forms ofthe vernacular not supportive ofthe pentecostal ethos
is prohibited while on Pentecostal boarding school property. A distinct language emerges
and is encouraged on campus. one example is referring to themselves as ..children

God" and singularly as a "child of God" and addressing each other as ..brother"

of

ar.rd

"sister." The frequent and easy use of these titles suggests a closeness and fraternity
surpassing that

ofa staflstudent relationship in the outside world. They use this

language

with each other in casual conversation and formal classroom indoctrìnation.

It'& Baldwin (referring to e first year student): B¡cther James, would you read ihe
outlined passage for us this morning please.
Paul (second year student speaking to a staff member): Sister Tamera, how about
you make some ofthose fudge bricks for your favorite college students.

As students use these titles with their teachers cutside ofthe classroom, they also
exchange hugs and back-pats as

if at a family reunion. These fi:iendly gestures of affection

for each other produces an inclusive environment. students who experience difficulty
with their biological family report that difficulty diminishes after being ..togethei' with
their "family of God,"
There is a preferred dress code at the pentecostal boarding school. students are
subject to a degree of uniformity in their outward appearance as they collectively
conform

to the Pentecostal boarding school dress code_
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students are not encouraged to wear military style uniforms as in other private schools;
however, students are encouraged to dress in a manner that reflects their difference to the
outside world.

Ponytails are not permitted. Facial hair shourd be neatly trimmed and tidy... ear
rings for men are not a.llowed, either on or offcampus, while a student ai
Pentecostal boarding school.... students will not be allowed to have studs in their
nose."

- Student Handboo( 1996
The dress code controls students' appearance from head to toe and is conservative.
The student is required to maintain a certain hair length. This is specifically spelled out in
the student handbook: "... hair should be neat and clean. The standard for men will be the

middle of the ear on the sides, and the bottom

of a

dress shirt collar at the back.,'

students with hai¡ length beyond that standard are subject to a waming and eventually

demerits, Students are required to be neatly shaven. This is a problem for
students in the habit of waking up late in the moming with oniy enough time

to

several
stumble

into class. These students usually are the exception but are closely watched by the Dean
of Students and other faculty members for further signs of non-compliance.

A number ofmale students have beg,n the practice of shaving their heads. This is
reported as being a¡ action which has pragmatic and spiritual implications. on one hand,

it

allows them more time in the morning

to do other tasks

since washing their hair is

eliminated from their moming preparation. on the other hand, these students suggest that
shaving their heads is an act ofselflessness, of denying the self, in efforts to focus on their
personal relationship with the

Divine. Not having to worry about the rush of moming

preparatior¡ students are able to have a peaceful morning while going to prayer.

occasionally, students' physical appearances prove to be a disputed area to be
negotiated with the staff. This negotiation is between the students pursuing individuaiity
and staff pursuing conformity in the appearance of the students. At the time this resea¡ch
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was being conducted, a small group of male students were painting their
fingernails,
wearing ear rings and jeans to chapel. A staffmember, becoming weary ofthe
deviant and

"questionable" fashion that was becoming a growing presence on campus,
addressed the
students reminding them

oftheir spiritual obligations.

Mr' McAllen: If you don't

r¡r'ant

to take the earrings

been called to be separate f¡om the
and not the church.

ofi

that's your choice. we,ve
world. Some things we dó tie us to the worrd

After reminding the students of their spiritual obligation to remain separate from the
outside world, the staff member went on to suggest that one's physicar appearance
is not

up for, negotiation as each pentecostal must present himself "in a way acceptable to
God.-.a way that God can use to bring others into His Kingdom." students
were then

i¡formed that non-conformity to the distinct dress code would result in their removal
Íiom
mission teams (groups of students who travel into the surrounding community
to promote

the school and "spread the

word"),

The teacher suggested that a conservative dress code

is necessary to build a rapport between the witness and the potential convert

.

Mrs. McKorkle: I've been told up from Eastem Canada _ if you wear earrings, you
don't minister. Ifyou are going to minister, remove the nail polish. IfyoJ,rá'
wearing nail polist¡ it's simple - I'll go to Mr. Hooper and say
¡students namel
doesn'f want to be in campus ministry.

In short, if the students did not conform to the dress code they would not be part of
school

function. conformity to this practice meant participation in the school

a

and

participation in the communion. They are constantly reminded that they are
not in the
world.
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Sacrifice in the Pentecostal Boarding School
Sacrifice is reflected in the Pentecostal boarding school by a series of institutional
practices which require students

to systematically and totally remove any property that

conflicts with the Pentecostal ethos.9 These institutional practices emphasize detachment
from the outside world and an increased attachment to the pentecostal ethos. Detachment

from the outside world is achieved through abstinence, busy scheduling, and the
weakening of exclusive relationships within the school. An increased attacirmenf

to

the

Pentecostal ethos is achieved on one hand through insulation from the world, and on
the
other, the strengthening of exclusive relationships with staffmembers_

Abstinence

In order for

students

to

maintain their

faitl¡ they have to sacrifice parts of

themselves that con-flict with the pentecostal ethos. Distinct

fiom mortificatiori, these are

not personal possessions but they are personal characteristics, habits, and thoughts the
students are required

to sacrifice for the sake ofa higher, more pressing claim on them

as

Pentecostal boarding school students. This requires students to cease practices or habits

that conflict with the Pentecostal ethos upon arrival at the pentecostal boarding school.
Sacrificing serves to promote detachment f¡om the outside world.
Abstinence, and sacrifice in general, is a practice designed to keep students pure,

uninfluenced by the outside

world.

described as "keeping your temple

body and keeping

it

Remaining uninfluenced by the outside world is

pure." The "temple" refers to a student,s mind

and

pure is accomplished by sacrificing characteristics of the self that

come into conflict with the Pentecostal ethos. sanya describes the pure ..temple,' as the
result of an intimate relationship with the Divine.

9 ']he demandþr pur¡ty,
acrßrù'.g ïo Llflon, "calls for a separation ofpure a,'d impure- of good and
çiûin a¡l environment and, intemâlly, within onesef' (1991:3).
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ev

,

lnterviewer. You know that verse "your mind and body are the temple ofthe
Hory
Spirif'? Do you live by that principle?
sanya: Not enough. I dwe[ on things that are good and wholesome. you have
to
be pure. You have to be pure in your actions bècause God dwells within you.
He
loves perfection ... it is the same as God. you have to make sure your temple,
[your] body, .. is clean. I think your mind is the hardest part.

The challenge Pentecostal students face is to maintain an immaculate ..temple',
within
themselves, by sacrificing or abstaining from characteristics and habits that conflict
with
the Pentecostal ethos, so as to host the Divine.
School regulations require students to abstain ÍÌom practices defined as ha¡mful
to
the body which are primarily drug, cigarette and alcohol use.

Student. I smoked. I had to quit to come here.

students are also to abstain from practices defined as harmful to the their mind such
as
premarital or extramarital sexual relations. chastity is the ideal for all single
students.
students generally reported strict adherence 1o this practice indicating the lengths they
were willing to go to suspend their own indulgences. AIso harmful to the mind and
body

are listening

to

secular music, reading secular literature, movie theatre attendance,

dancing, "ungodly'' topics of discussion, personal adornment (painted nails and long
hair

for meq excessive make-up for women)- These things a¡e considered ..worldly"

and

disruptive to the Pentecostal boarding school's leaming environment.
Sometimes abstinence can go further. sanya, the student quoted earlier, goes on

to suggest that all human beings are inherently sinful and in order to maintain an intimate
relationship with the Divine, one must deny one's natural tendencies. Abstaining from
characteristics, habits and thoughts that conflict
continuous denial ofone's self.
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with rhe pentecostal ethos

requi_res a

Sanya: Well, it's [abstaining] denying your nature; what's common; what,s
natural
for you to do. It's natural tkough society,s influence; it,s natural to swear if you
hurt yoursell You have to control yourself I watch too many shows that have
violence or nudity or whatever and it has especially affected my thought life,
Images and words - you don't forget too easily. They don't really disturb me.
They bug Why do they bug me? Because I fall. Ifafl That means I spend too
much time on them - I don't take them captive ând then they keep comiig
then I
dwell on them. That's sin.

This student suggests that what is naturar is wrong and, therefore,
suggests that conÊonting the sin or taking

it

sin. cathy

"captive" is crucial in order

to

arso

distance

herself from it.

Interviewel Do you try and monitor your thoughts to try and keep them pure?
Cathy: I do. Its definitely a constant problem. For one thing, it says in thl
scriptures ...'take every thought captive to the things ofch¡ist,. It's not a sin to
think. But when we dwell on thoughts, it then gives birth to sin and sin brings
death. It's when we dwell on it and let Satan in, that we let ourselves be teripted.
Abstaining f¡om characteristics, habits
Pentecostal ethos is strongly encouraged by

or

thoughts that conflict

with

the

staff

Mrs. McDean: I think [abstinence] is having the awareness that our bodies, and
ever)4hing that we do with them, should be under the control of and following
what God wants, using them in obedience to what He has shown us through tie
Bible. In the past, [Scripture] has been used to say that this is a reason*Ãy a
person should not smoke, and do drugs - these are all true things, Basicall¡r,
[Scripture] is saying that you are not your own and you belong to God yåu
should honour God with whatever vou do

Busy schedule
Students adhere to a busy schedule set by the

staff

They are required to attend

mandatory activities, the sequence of which is ìmposed from above by a system of
explicit
rules and executed by the staff members. In doing so, they are reminded they are students
and dependent upon the administration

)4

ofthe pentecostal boarding school.

student are formally involved in their student roles f¡om 7:30 a.m.

to

11

p.m (12

midnight on Fridays). Some students find the expectations as.,always present.,,

Alexis: It seems like every time you tum a¡ound there is something to do rike
co-ed [devotions] or musical practice.
The tight schedule is intended to involve students' whole selves as completely
as possible.
The staff believe that their mandate is not just to produce Biblical scholars but total
beings

with a deeply rooted faith in the pentecostal ethos. To maintain thei¡ faith in every way,
staff must address the students' entire day, and even what transpired the night before.

Mr: can¡el: I truly

berieve that your day starts the night berore and the quarity of
your day depends on what you did the night before. What time you went to úed,
how much sleep that you got. It is important as well to be well iested.
[We] are
talking about .., dorm life. we are talking about a number of people who are living
together. Ifpeople are loud and often coming in and out until thrèe o'clock in
the moming, that affects student life.

Susanne,
errands as

a student, caffot even find enough time to leave the schoor to run

it involves "so much hassle to get permission to miss lunch, find someone to do

my kitchen work while I'm gone.

I

have to start my car, let

do my stuff..It just gets to be a bigger hassle than it is

it warn up, drive into town,

worth." some students wait until

the afternoon between lunch a¡d dinner and on the odd day when they have fewer
demands on them to leave campus_

To say that the students' day is planned suggests that their biological and social
needs must also be planned by the Pentecostal boarding

school. Appendix B shows is a

list of mandatory activities. Thjs schedule reflects the institutional completeness of the
Pentecostal boarding school. Students are able to dine, rest, sociaiize, work and learn
on

school property u¡ith Iittle need
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to go i¡to the outside world. This schedule ìs scr

thorouglrly planned that a small number of students (r9o/o) reave the schoor property
only
on Sunday when they are required to attend church at the school's affiliated denomination.

Goffinan suggests that the students' ,,economy of action is disrupted,, when they

must submìt

to the scheduling of the total institution. when

Pentecostal boarding school, students are free

to

residing outside the

schedule personal

activilies. In the

Pentecostal boarding school, activities are more tightly scheduled and mandatory
attendance is emphasized (Gofiìnan 1961:

4l).

students must disrupt or temporarily

sacrifice their freedom and do what the school demands. The students' position is one
powerlessness as they must consistently obtain permission from a figure of

of

authority. ln

doing so, students attach themselves to the pentecostal boarding school and detach
themselves from the outside world.

Weakening of exclusive relationships

Students sacrificing exclusive relationships means they must weaken their
cornection with other people
maintenance of

if it is defined by

staff as potentially disruptive to their

faith. Lifton identified "dispensing of existence,'as the withdrawing from

relationships with those who a¡e doctrinally impure (1991:4). Similarly, the pentecostal

boarding school staff emphasize a sac¡ifice

of

those rerationships that are "negatively,,

i¡luential on the students.

'l'he weakening

of

exclusive relationships

is most

prevalent

in the

dating

relationships between students- students are strongly encouraged to amend or terminate
dating relationships with "unbelievers" or non-pentecostals. Those in a dating relationship

with an "unbeliever" are referred to

as being

..unequally

yoked." It

means

Kyla: You can't marry or date someone who does not value and believe the same
things you do, It screws it up. you can't make decisions. you value different
things. You want to spend money on this, he wants to spend money on that.
Everything is in conflict_ You can't agree on anything.
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N{r' Baldwin: we strongly discourage our students from dating
Non-ch¡istians.
tends to get in the way of their growth here. persona[y, I beiieve students
will
eventually back slide ifthey begin dating non_Christians. I,ve se"n
it too rnuny

11

times.

weakening the "unequal" relationship is a control mechanism that promotes
a detachment
from the outside world. But students may amend the dating relationship
by convincing the
"unbelieve¡" to become a ..believer."
Dating relationships between students of the pentecostal boarding
school are also
controlled by

staff staff strongry encourage students to pla?e

scripture reading and their

"personal relationship with Jesus christ at the very centre
of the romance.', To them,

dating may circumvent the students' maintenance of

entbralled

in

each other that they w

l

faith.

students may become so

negrect their studies, communal work

responsibilities, and personal devotions. Mrs. cratle suggests that .,becoming
so immersed
in another human being and forgetting God can lead to dangerous
things ... like sex.,,

students in dating relationships must routinery consider thei¡ actions
as a couple
and assess them to ensu¡e they are "pleasing to

God." To do this, couples are encouraged

to exercise exlreme caution when dating so that the appearance of every interaction
may
be deemed pure and "pleasing to

God." The

student guidebook outlines these concerns.

"Couples should avoid being alone in classrooms, library, chapel, lounges,
oflcampus residences or other secluded places', (Student HanOUoot, íSSe;
"Excessive physical contact in personal relationships is to be
avoided. couples are
reminded to be aware of the implications of excessive physical contact,
as well as
the uncomfortable position it puts others in,' (Student Handbook, 1996).

Informally, students have been given a "6 inch rule" which describes the
amount ofspace a
couple is to exhibit when alone together. The "6 inch rule" is the staffs
effort to control
the kinds ofrelationships students have while in the pentecostal boarding
school.
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M¡s.cratle: we are concerned with students being sexually active.
we berieve that
sex is for marriage and that students shourd wait io be married before
having it
They are here to get closer to God. Dating may get in the way of that.
students also have the responsib ity of monitoring each other so as to ensure
that

their "brothers and sisters maintain a relationship that is pleasing and acceptable
to God.',
Finally, engagement and marriage are discouraged.

"student engagements and marriages are not encouraged during the
school year.
Those considering such relationships will need the prior approva-r ofthe presiáent,
and in the case ofdependent students, their parents'; (Studènt Handbook,
1996).
These major decisions adurts typicafly make have

to be approved by the school

administration

lnformational Isolation
The staff monitors and controls the types and amounts of information
with which
students come into contact. The cont¡ol of information is formal in that
mandate

ofthe institutior a¡d outlined

as an expectation

it is exercised as a

within the student handbook_

"Every shrdent is encouraged to carefu y examine the ph osophy and
content or
material presented to him/trer by the secular society in music, video,
television, theat¡e, and the media. This is to heighten one's ab ity to discem
between the true and the false, the varuable and the worthress, túat which
is good
and that which is evil" (Student Handbook, 1996).
The control of information is also i¡formal in that it is exercised throughout
a variety of
situations at the discretion

of the staff The staff control the tlpe and amount of

information to which students are exposed in three ways: through limiting access to
media,

by the control and censorship of library resourcesJ and by redireøing unsupportive
information so that

it

suppofs the pentecostal ethos. The first two serve

to

detach

students from the outside world, the last serves

to

attach students

to

the pentecostal

boarding school.

Limitation of Media
The Pentecostal boarding school isolates students by rimiting the type
and amount

of media that they consume by consistentry monitoring and limiting television,
radio, and
sccular literature. This is a systematic process of isolatior¡ separating
one from a sinful
lifestyle and, consequently, a sinful world.

After the initial carl to sacrifice unsupportive materiars, students are expected
to
maintain a pure lifestyle in terms of the type and amount of media they
listen to, read and

watch..The Pentecostal boarding school begins this purification by making
changes to
students' lifestyle and particularly to their leisure

time. students

are exhorted

to limit the

amount of secular media they consume by designating specific times media
consumption is

allowed. As the student Handbook clearly states, "TV's are not to be used in
the dorms.,,
students' access to the school television in the lounge, which is the designated
space for
rrredia consunipîior¡ is scheduled between the hours

of 4 p.m- and ì I p.m. da

additio4 students are expected to view onry those videos and

rv

y.

programs approved by

the college viewing committee. The coflege viewing committee screens
programming during the viewing hours, ensures that

it

In

the

does not conflict with the

Pentecostal ethos, and prohibits programs that do not meet the moral
standards of the
Pentecostal boarding school.

To a great exlent, the limitation of media is left to the responsibility of the
individual student as surveillance ofthis expectation is difficult. students are exhorted
to
monitor themselves and their intake of all forms of media. They rely on self-discipline
to

€nforce private conformity_
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.

Paul: You can bring anlthing that is in a theatre into a VCR and people don't shut
it off when its time to shut it off There's things that I should ihui offbut I say
to myself 'ol¡ I can handle this.'

students also play the enforcer

role.

Students feel responsibility toward each other and

are encouraged to be their "brother's keeper.',

Paul. B¡aveheart ... was gory.
Jenna: It was good. I didn't think there was anything wrong with that.
Paul. (Smiling at the orher student) Ir also says in the Bible that some things for
some people are a sin. It comes down to what you believe. But, it also says not
to bring someone else down.

It

is not only the viewing of television in which students are cxpected to maintain

vigilancè. lt extends to books.
Interviewer: In terms ofbooks, what kind do you buy?
Cathy: I get whateve¡ I want to read. I read autobiographies. I love them.
Because
interested in leaming about other people. I,ve read Heather
Wh.iiestone - she was a Christian deaf person. I,d say I read more Christian
than non-Christian just because they are around.

I'm

The control of information serves to suspend self-determination. By institutional
decree or personal conviction, students are not allowed to liberally consume all forms

of

media. The Pentecostal boarding school gives students choices but regulates the
"freedom" of choice by limiting the options. certain options, for example listening to
secular music, reading secular material

or watching

secula¡ television progr¿rms are

considered unsupportive of the Pentecostal ethos and are consequently prohibited in the
Pentecostal boarding school. In other words, students may choose what

to watch

and

listen to only from the st¿ñselected choices, all of which are screened and supportive
the Pentecostal ethos.

Mrs. Baldwin: I believe in givìng choices, but all the choices must be good. Not
two choices ofthe bad one, Fo¡ insta¡ce, you can listen to Ch¡istian music, you
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can listen to classical - whatever those choices are. But you can not listen
to hard
rock music. So I believe in giving choices. r don't believe in sayrng you can onry
listen to ch¡istian or you can dress, but you can't wear jeans. AIi kiãs should have

those choices but all those choices should be good. Not something that is wrong.
To me that is not controlling because they are learning to make choices.

Mr. Balwin: I believe in giving them the choice to watch any movie they want as
iong as it is not bad -,. I know that almost all movies are R-rated. I am a trusting
person. I believe if I told a college student, and I might be naive, I am, .I trust you
to watch any movie as long as its not R. But when its R you can't go an}rynore,
that is the cut-off for you. ' I believe it is their choice what they see but an R
movie, they don't need that in their rife right now. I don't warch them myserf. I
guess you try and protect them like they are your own kids but you
can only do so
much,

If

students choose beyond those choices sanctioned by the staff, they are not guaranteed

acceptance or good standing in the Pentecostal boarding school. In addition, in neglecting

to conform to the Pentecostal boarding school's will, they also neglect to conform to the
Pentecostal ethos.

Control of Library Resources

In the fibiary,

students are supplied

with unlimited contacr with

approved

supportive resources ("acceptable literature") which validate the pentecostal ethos. The
collection of the Pentecostat boarding school library is overtly supportive as the majority

ofthe items in the library refer to religion and pentecostalism.
The library's function is to house materials that are aligned with the pentecostal
ethos and the Pentecostal boarding school curriculum.

Mr. Benn (librarian): I have a responsibirify to keep in touch with what is being
taught within the Bible college. It is my responsibiliry to ensure that the librarv when I am doing the collection and development - has the kìnd of materials that
support the curriculum. Ifyou look at ou¡ collection, you can see the numbers,
you can see that the majority ofthe numbers are ofthe 200 section. The 200
section in the Dewey system is the religion section. our collection is at least 65%
in the religion section.
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The library also houses a collection of resources that do not exclusivelv deal with

religious topics. These resources (books, magazines, audio resources, joumars, etc.)
pertain to other subject and are supportive ofthe pentecostal ethos in a variety of ways.

For example, there are books regarding pedagogy and elementary education written by
Pentecostal authors, published by a Pentecostal publishing house, and greatly infused with

the Pentecostal ethos. Magazines regarding women's issues are published by the
denomination's publishing house and pertain

to the woman's role in the pentecostal

denomination. Audio resources (such as music) are thoroughly supportive

of

the

Pentecostal ethos as the lyric is based on either scripture or the composer,s life as a
Pentecostal.

To M¡. Benn (the librarian), Scripture and the "Truth" is at the foundation of ail
other knowledge. But one can arrive at the.'Truth', through a variety of ways.

M¡. Benn: I like to integrate different disciplines. I believe that all truth is God's
truth regarCless of what ... discipline you are looking at. Ifyou are looking at
psychology or sociology or history - there are truths in all ofthese. I beliève I can

lead a primal therapist to the Lord using his own therapy. Often you have to get
enough ofthat truth to get down to the key. There are key truths in every

discipline in life. This is an amazing rhing. you go right down to the bottom of all
that and you will find God. But most people don't go far enough down into it. If
I wrote a book on developmental psychology, it would be God's psychology.
Even though I might not always use God in the terminorogy, it is st l there. you
have equations that you ca¡r take and find scripture references that teach the exact
same truth. You take a soripture like 'why are you trying to pull a speck out of
someone's eye when you have a log in your own eye.' First take the log out of
your own eye, now you can see. That is part of psychotherapy. you cannot do
that in psychotherapy unless you have dealt with your own stuff lfyou have not
dealt with your own stuff you have all sorts of blinde¡s and blind spots
[and]
you can't really see how to deal with the other person. Ifyou get rid ofthe
baggage in your own life, then you are free to see and help somebody else. In
mathematics, a lot ofthose equations, ifyou really think through them, üke
accounting, deal with numbers and deficits. Spiritually, don't we run a deficit.
[Don't we] Spend more than what we have coming in? you can take accounting
and find Biblical teaching around it,
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Consequently, materials on other disciplines are included

The library also holds certain resources that are deemed "controversial.
¡esources are censo¡ed because of their "demonic potential,' and are kept

"

These

in a locked

office in the library. Among these censored material a¡e titlcs such as '.Dianetics,',
"Scientology," "wicca," and "The New
students in a shelf in a locked

Age."

These materials are kept away from the

office. students have access to them only when they take

comparative religion, world religions or other such courses and are monitored by
a staff
rnembe¡.

M¡. Benn: I believe that students need to have a certain amount ofwhat we call
controversial literature. But when I catalogue ... a new book that comes on quite
strongly, I will label it 'new age - controversial literature' because they a.e dealing
with issues that the evangelical group does not believe in. With the new age
movement, I tell students that they have to be careful ofthose who criticizè our
doctrines or teachings because they go off on a tangent. you have to be so
careful. This material [motioning to the shelf behind him in the office] we got ftee.
They are wanting to promote their material. I will not encourage thatby rearring
this out there and saying this is what we promote. If students are stuálng wãrld
religions they can have them. That is in the contert of
[class] studying. Thãy need
to think for themselves. But if students just want sornething interesting to do, I
don't see why I should give them this kind of material.
staff of the Pentecostal boarding school perceive students as a contested battle ground
between good and evil forces, the struggle

of which is

manifested

in the

students,

everyday decisions and actions. consequently, the control of information becomes part

that struggle between good and

evil.

resources while being denied access

They are granted access

to

of

supportive library

to controversial literature. This serves to

attach

students to the Pentecostal ethos while detaching them from the outside world.

Redirection of Unsupportive Informâtion
unsupportive information is information which questions Scrìpture or conflicts

with the characteristic concepts of the pentecostal ethos_ However. this information is
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"redirected" or used to support the pentecostal ethos. The redirection of information
to

be supportive most occurs when students encounter information of world events or
information describing the moral, social, economic, or political climate of the outside

world. By redirecting the information received or interpreting them as examples of what
would happen if the Scripture is not followed students reinfo¡ce their faith.

Asher: Everywhere we look we see com;ption. That is a reminder to us who
knowth rruth that Jesus is ccmrng soon, ... this is a reminder to me - all of this is
God's plan.

Sarhan daily receives the newspaper and frnds herself frequently reading about events that
cause her

to question her faith. Again,

she strengfhens her faith by simply

putting trust in

God.

sarhan. I read that people in my home country are killing each other for nothing.
It really bothers me, I have family back home. I get scared and I start to think
'why is God letting this happen?' Then I remember what His word says, .Trust

in the Lord with all of your heart and lean not on your o*'ì understanding. " I start
to think that God is in cont¡ol. These terrible things just mean He is coming back
soon. Praise God!

In this instance, Sarhan has turned distressing information, causing doubt and clearly
unsupportive ofthe Pentecostal ethos, and has redirected it to be supportive ofher faith.
The control and censorship of library resources and the limitation of media serve to
detach students from information that may be a "negative influence" and unsupportive

the Pentecostal ethos- Even
redirection

information comes through, the

of unsupportive information to be supportive promotes attachment to the

Pentecostal ethos
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if their unsupportive

of

Chapter Four:

Indoctrination and Rifrlals :rs Aøpnfs nf Snciqlizofinn

Introduction
The students of the Pentecostal boarding school are indoctrinated by a series of

rituals which intensifu their faith, instruct them

in the ethos, and correct their

short-comings. These rituals are purported to achieve the goals of "Intensification,,'
"Instruction," and 'Reintegration." In the following,

I

shall describe how these rituals are

instituted in the school.

Intensification Ritrral
Intensification rituals are designed to inculcate the idea of sacrifice by emphasizing
detachment from the outside

world.

Intensification rituals occur both privately (e,g,

morning and evening devotions) and in the presence of others (e-g., chapel services and

group devotions).lO In the following,

I

shall analyze private devotions and group

devotions. However, the focus is on chapel services as they are most effective.

Privâte Devotions

Moming and evening devotions are private intensification rituals. Morning
devotions (prayer and scripture reading) begin at 7:30 am every weekday morning in the
chapel. Mandatory attendance at these devotions is recorded by a sign-up form on the
chapel

door. when students arrive, they sign-in, quietly kneel at a chair, read fiom their

Bible and pray. Evening devotions do not occur in a specific, school designated location.

loThe stlrdent frequently
encounters the int€nsiflcation riixåls - or va¡iations of it - during tie regular
school s'eek. Monday through Friday at 7:30 rL Tuesday and rhursday chap€l at I 1 am a¡d collective
devotions at qrrfew in the evening, Sunday worship s'ith suÍourding church coffruniry ât 10:30 am,
and conducling Ûteir orn rituals in the field, for examplc at local mental hospital, and mrsing hornes in
tlìc afiemoons tb¡oughoul ûre rveek.
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Consequently, students locate themselves

in

places they believe

to be inspiring or

conducive to reflection, Bible reading and prayer. On average, students spend 2.5 hours
per week in private Scripture reading, reflection, and prayer.

Group Devotions

At 9 p.m- on Tuesday evenings, each dorm (men's and women's) separately has
mandatory group devotions. All the occupants meet in a pre-designated dorm room and

are led by

a

Resident Assistant (dorm leader)

in

Scripture readings and prayer.

Occasionally, the dorm leader will ask for "prayer requests" which is an opportunity for
students to voice concems or problems they wish the others to remember in their prayers.

On Thursday evening, at 9:00 p.m., both dorms gather in the chapel for co-ed devotions.

A leader appointed prior to the devotions reads to the group from Scripture and prays
while they quietly pray along- On average, students spend 1.75 hours per week in these
mandatory group Scripture readings, prayer requests, and prayer.

Chapel Services
Chapel services strongly emphasize sacrifice

or

detachment from the "outside"

world. The components ofthis intensification ritual, music, prayer,

sermon, and altar call.

work fo emphasize detachment from thoughts and action outside of chapel and strengthen

the student's faith in the Divine. Music provides an atmosphere wherein students are
subject

to

messages encouraging detachment

from the outside and receptivity to the

Divine. Prayer encourages uninhibited concentration on and receptivity to the DivineThe sermon instructs students to apply religious truths to everyday

life. The

altar ca\l

inspires students to make physical and attitudinal commitment.

With the exception of Sunday Church services, most instances of chapel service
occur on weekday momings throughout the school year (Tuesday, Thursday and Friday).
On average, students spend 3-5 hours per week in chapel. Chapel occurs between classes
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ofreligious instruction during the week. As chapel takes priority, other school activities
are subject to change in duration to accomffodate a fiequently elongated chapel service.

chapel times are recurring and consistent throughout the school year. Seldom is chapel
canceled as

it is considered

a mainstay

of school life, along with instruction.

The spatial arrangement creates an envi¡onment conducive to the reception of
musical direction and spoken word and establishes the authority of the chapel leader and

his direction of the chapel service. The shape of the chapel is approximately that of a
triangle. It is arranged in a theatre format. The pinnacle (one-third) portion ofthe room,
opposite the entrancq houses a platform 6 inches

high. with walls slanting toward the

fiont, the space seems naturally to draw one's attention to the elevated platform and the
objects on

it.

on the platform is a wooden pulpit, from the centre of which all

spoken

wo¡d a¡d direction come. on the wall above the pulpit hangs a large wooden cross
(considered to be the focal point ofthe room) suspended on an incline bearing down upon
the congregation. The remaining two-thirds ofthe ¡oom accommodates the congregation.

This congregation space is crescent shaped and partly encircles the platform. The
student's sight is attracted to the ftont, with no exlravagant colour scheme or se¡ies

of

icons to distract him from being intensely receptive.

The manipulation of sound is complex. Before chapel begins, students manipulate

the amplification equipment or pbysically anange the piano and drums to

achieve

acoustical balance and, ultimately, to produce the desired volume and musical experience,

conducive to the intensification

of faith. The music is to

completely that they become receptive

to the mood of the

harmony, lucidity, and serenity, relaxation and lack
chapel is further enhanced by the authority
space, and sets expectations

encompass the students so

environment: festivity,

of inhibition. The sanctity of

ofthe leader,

the

a student occupying the platform

for behaviour in chapel.

student musicians begin performing music as the congregation casually enters and
before services begin. Typically, a female student with a microphone will stand behind an
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overhead projector and project lyrics

of a song on the wall behind her. Two

other

students with microphones sing in harmony occasionally glancing at the lyrics on
the wall.

offto

the side three male srudents play vibrantly on a piano, drum kit and bass. They sing

along with the women on the platform. The music is quick, simple and loud with a
contagious energy.
As other students enter the chapel, their behaviour visibly changes from jesting and
physical jostling to composure. walking down an aisle, they begin singing and nodding

their heads to the contagious

rh¡hm.

They scan the room, find a seat, adjust their jackets

around the chaiq and put their Bibles and books under their chairs. They exchange
glances, greetings and hugs with their neighbours, turn toward the front, and join
in the

singing and clapping. Some students sing passionately with their eyes closed and arms
outstretched towa¡ds the ceiling like a child waiting to be picked up by a parent. others
smüe and dance energetically with the

music. Everyone in the room is immersed in the

activity.
The student leader sits on the platform, the congregation ofabout twenty students
occupy the space below. The music arìd the singing establishes a contexr of togethemess
as all students focus on a common object and participate

direction

of the leader, Musìc

endorses the order

in a common activity under the

of group life. The

crescendoing and decrescendoing, accelerating and decelerating

collective

in concert under the

direction of a leader strengthens his/her authority. The lyrics provide imagery that
contributes to the sanctity ofchapel.

Song: Take me past the outer gates, into the holy place. l-ord I want to see your
face. Take me past the crowds of people, the priests who sing your praise. iord
I hunger and thirst for,your righteousness, ìts onJy found in onã plaóe. Take me
into the Holy of Holies,l t ... Take the coal, clea¡se my lips, here I ãm.

I

I rhe "Holy ofHolies"

refers to a sacred space ìn ar arcient Hebrew tempre where only designaled
individuals (rererred to as "High priests") were allowed to enier and worship_ Ttus locaton iJdescribed
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After all the students have entered and settled into the ..worship mode',, the leader

formally opens with

a prayer.

Opening prayer activates

a

sense

of

propriety by

consecrating the space to be used for the Divine and {ìequently includes an invitation
to
the Divine to enter the presence ofthe students. In this example, the leader re-establishes
the sense of sanctity through prayer.

Music leader [with eyes closed]: Father, we come into your presence this morning
with thanksgiving and joy and gratefulness because ofwho you are. Lord, we just
pÍay +hat through this time ... God's going to touch our hearts, and our life,
ani
more than our intellect, touch our spiritual man that we might be able to grasp
hold ofyou, and be one in our spirit. we just thank you for the priv egl thæ we
have access to your very presence, to commune with you, to sup with yãu.
Though the invitation for the Divine

to "enter the presence" is a collective act, each

individual student is encouraged to personally invite the Divine..into your thoughts and
hearts to work in your life.

"

Music leader (praying): we give our hearts to you and receive into our hearts a
deeper relationship.... open up our hearts. we welcome you to do a work in our
hearts
minds. We pray that you will help us set aside those things that
occupy our attention and cause us to be distracted.

and

The music leader is suggesting students establish a "deeper relationship,' with the Divine_

After the opening prayer, music resumes. Choruses predominate the musical
interludes. choruses are simple, short musical structures which are easily memorized.
They are repeated as many times as the music leader deems necessary sometimes as many
as 10 times before segueing into another chorus. The duration of a chorus may continue

from 2 to 15 minutes which may prolong the musicar part ofthe service for up to 30 - 40

in the Old Testâment ând is surrounded by elaborate entra¡ce rituå.ts. It is a place âssociated with
ståtus
and prestige69

minutes. Typically, the progression of choruses moves from quick, lively, energetic, and

loud

to slow, moving, serious, contemplative,

and soothing, merging into the prayer

portion ofthe service. The musical style is both energetic and charismatic. It is energetic
as

it employs both loud and soft dynamics (with

quick and slow tempos Q)resto to andrinte).

a range of pianissimo

To

fortissimo)

It is charismatic in that it,

and,

and the genre

employed, are immensely appealing to the students. Sounds and chord progressions of the
choruses are replicas of popular styles of music listened to by students in their spare time

(e-g., rock,

rh¡hm and blues). Together, the energy and charisma of the music provides

the student with an invigorating and empowering experience.

The lyrical content of most choruses follows a theological theme- "more of God,
less

of me." It strongly

encourages the student

to

substitute qualities

(perfection) for his human qualities (imperfection). This substitution
qualities,

for

example, love, patience, and purity,

cha¡acte¡istics,

for

example, disdain

for

is

achieved

by

of the Divine

of the Divine,s
shedding human

others, inattentiveness and impatience, and

impurity, in order to attain and/or nurture an existing relationship with the Divine.

Chorus: More ofyou, more

ofyou. I have all but what I need - more ofyou.

Chorus: You are my all in all. You are my strength when I am weak. you are my
I seek. You are my all in a.ll. Seeking you as a precious jewel. Lord
to give up I'd be a fool, You are my all in all.
treasure that

Chorus: My life is in You, Lord. My strength is in you, Lord. My hope is in you
is in You, is in You. ...Give thanks with a grateful heart, give tha¡ks to the
Holy one, give thanks because he's given Jesus Christ F[s son. And let the weak
say'Thou art strong,' let poor say'Thou art rici¡'because ofwhat the Lord has
done for us. Give thanks.

Lord,

students are encouraged to abstain from self-centred thoughts and adopt thoughts of the

Dìvine
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student (in an interview): welr [singing choruses] herps to rerease a lot of stuff
that
hold for a v,'hile like stress from the trip, needs, things that I,ve been
praying about for a while, things that I'm worried about. But at the same time
you're doing things that gloriry him and not your self you're asking God to help
you concentrate on Him and not on yourself you,re constantly thinking the
words and trying to think about God and forget about your problems. Those
rhings weigh you down.

I

sometimes the music leader intem.rpts and exhorts the students to become totally
involved:

Music leader: Ijust want to encourage you to use your hearts, to sing this song.
Prepare your heart and mind for worship. . .. Forget what is going on around yáu,
focus in on Jesus. \\4ren we sing this part, I want you all to focus in on Jesus.
Listen to what He is saying..,. [singing] He is all I need. He is all I need. Jesus is
all I need.

In another instance, the music leader interrupts the singing and encourages the
congregation to let the Divine come into them.

Music leader. Don't just sit back now as if someone is going to preach. The Lord
is just beginr'iag to move here today. .tl/e t¡ave prepare<i our hearts. we need to
be sensitive to the Spirit. Let Him speak to you. The Holy Spirit is seeking empty
vessels he can fill.
Slower choruses presage the next act of worship

-

prayer. The transition from

music to prayer is remarkably smooth, effective and powerful. In almost all cases, music
becomes a soothing backdrop behind "concert prayer" (one leading

"collective-individual" prayer (simultaneous

all in unison) or

prayer). This smooth transition

allows

students to remain uninterrupted, deeply contemplative and receptive upon moving from
the musical interlude to prayer.

Before the concert prayer in which one student prays aloud and the congregation

prays along quietly, the music subsides, creating

a

solem¡L meditative atmosphere.

Musicians play softly over the munnurs from the congregation. Most of the students are

'7L

in a contemplative or prayerful state, singing with their eyes closed, hands raised towards
the ceiling or kneeling at their chairs with their hands covering their faces. The leader asks

if there are any

prayer requests (problems or concerns that students would like

to

be

mentioned in concert prayer), The leader encourages the students to "share" andlor..give

your [problems] up to God

._.

put them in His hands,, One by one, students speak above

the music and briefly describe a situation or mention a name they wish the other students
To remember

in prayer.

Student: I would like prayer for a guy at work. He's been really hungry for the
Word lately and believes God is going to save him. He's had some hard times
lately with work and his girlfriend and stuff He's really been a burden on my heart
and I would like it if we could remember him in prayer today.

At the end of the description, fellow students nod their heads in agreement and verbally
respond with "amen" and "yes, Jesus."

As the leader begins to pray, he/she elevates his voice above the music
elaborates on each request mentioned. The congregation is relatively silent

and

with the

exception of frequent, quietly spoken affirmations and the occasional victorious shout

The content of concert prayer is always spontaneously composed. students do not
pre-write or read prayers but are urged to approach prayer as if "talking to your best
friend" ('talk to God as if you are talking to me, right here"). Students may quote from
scripture to articulate the predominant emotion behind their prayer.

Staff. 'By Your strips we are healed,' God. I just want to bring Beverly and her
family before You. Be with them at this time of loss. Bring to their memory the
promises
God, Lord. Comfort thenr, Lord. Even though their loved ones
are in heaven, Lord, there is pain_ Be with them.

of
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"Continuous prayer" dunng concert prayer gives rise to an integral and defining
aspect of Chapel ritual: "speaking in tongues,"l2 "speaking in tongues", or glossolalia
phenomenon, is defined as "the religious phenomenon of making sounds that constitute, or
resemble, a la;rguage not known to the speaker" (Burgess, et

al 1988;335). It occurs

when the student participates in an i¡tense emotional atmosphere, or

to use Kildahl's

terminology, the "induction process" (Kildahl 1986: 353-355). The intense emorional
atmosphere

is created by continuous music, repetition of choruses and prayers,

and

repeated instruction to "forget the 'yourselfl and the 'right now' and receive" from the

Divine (Kelsey 1968:138) Speaking in tongues is a result of the student submersing
himselflherself in this intense emotional environment, by singing, clapping, dancing, raising
his/her árms toward the ceiling and fervently praying.

When prayer comes to a close, a speaker (student or staff) goes to the elevated
platform and addresses the congregation. At this time, attention focuses on the speaker as
he/she sets a context

for the sermon.

Speaker: Tum with Ìne ncw, to Psalm 61. Pist, let's ask God to be with us as -r¡r'e
study His Word. 'Father, we ask You to be with us, with me as I deliver this
message You have laid upon my heart. Help us to be receptive and open to Your
voice, God. A¡d I come against any spirit of unrest or distraction that may hinder
this message, in the name of Jesus. We rejoice in the victory, Lord. Thank you,
Jesus. Amen.' Turn with me to PsaLm ó1 a¡rd let's iisten to what God has to

tell us.

12

In addition to "speaking ín tongues" (glossolalia phenomeon) was what participants of t¡e Pentecostâl
boarding school lermed "manifestâtons oftïe Spirit." These are practic€s performed by stâf and
ludents'rvhen "ùnder the control ofthe Hob, Spirit-" Practices rvitnessed during cbapel were "sla¡'ing in
the Spirit" (falling into an unconscious state). "signing in the Spirit" (perfonning siga language while in
ân altered slate of consciousness), "quivering in the Spirit" (unconlrollable trembling), "Word of
krowledge" (an ability to perceive i¡formation otherEise prir.1 regarding a person or situåtion; the Divire
is credited with giving the pâficipant doses of insighlftl information). and "interprelâtion of tongues" (an
ability 10 irìterpr€t glossolalia phenomena).
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The Bible is frequently used in chapel and an students are encouraged
to bring

their ow¡.13 During the reading of scripture, students and staff
approach visitors to the
chapel and offer to share their Bible wìth them for the reading.
The reader identifies the

Scripture readings and peopre respond by finding the verse

reader. occasionally, students

to follow along with

the

w l be spontaneousry called upon by the speaker to read

from rhe Bible in front ofthe congregarion.

In addition to the reading of scripture, the sermon consists of the interpretation
and application of scripture. Historical eras and paradigms
are recalled, There is a link to

the past and an inherent appeal to return to that past ("when things
were better,,). A need

to reconnect or to revitalize certain beliefs or practices (past ways
ofthinking) is stressed.
Upon the completion of the sermon and music in the background,
the speaker
invites the corigregation to respond to "the call ofGod" by coming,.up
to the front [attar]
for prayer."

Speaker: Some ofyou need to be here today. God is talkìng to
all
feel you need to talk to Hirr¡ the altar is open.

ofus. Ifyou

The invitation establishes an atmosphere of waiting and expectation_
There is a sense that
the Divine is waiting ("The Hory Spirit is waiting for you to respond
this morning. He is
speaking to some

ofyou here.',).

A healy responsibility is praced on students to "respond," that is, moving to
the
altar, facing the speaker on the pratform under the hanging cross. Responding
to the
invitation is an act

of

submission

to the authority of the speaker and the

Divine.

Neglecting to respond to an "invitation" (or "altar call',) by not coming
forward is referred

to as "ignoring the call of God." Going up to the front for prayer is an
act of conformity
and refusing is an act of non-conformity.l4 ona by one, students reave
their seats, move

"No one veßion is required. tbough tle King James Version is a favorite.
'-In contrâst- "sitting åt the back" has a negalive connolåtion. The .back"
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rcfe¡s to the few rotys of seâts

toward the platfonn and stand or kneel

at,

rhe alfar on the platform stairs. students and

stafflay their hands on each other and "anoint" each other with oil 15

The speaker uses different verbal strategies

to solicit a response from the

congregation- Gentle encouragement is used to instill confidence within students to
accept the invitation ("God loves you and He rvants

to

see a

work done in your life,').

Sometimes the speaker may admonish the students with mild reprove.

Speaker:

Ifyou

are not serious about God today, if you are not committed to
what He wants and you want to do your own thing, then the best thing to do is to
walk out that door [points to the back entrances] because God can't use you if you
aren't willing to do what He wants.

The speaker may exhort, strongly advise or urge students to accept the invitation as ..time
is running out."

Speaker: There is a lot of complacency [in the church] and I fo¡ one do not \ryant
to be complacent when Christ returns. He rs coming for a spotless, pure bride.
We are the b¡ide - the church. I don't know about you, but I want to be ready.
That starts here, today.

The speaker also may challenge students to inspect his commitment in efforts to solicit a
response to the altar call.

Speaker: Ask yourself how much you love Jesus. Keep standing and ask yourself,
how much do you love Jesus, to yourself Sometimes I feel like peter whàn Jesus
asked him, 'Peter how much do you love me?, I ask myself that.., .How much do
I love Him?'

in the congregation spac€ fârthest away fiom the plaform. participating from the back is tïought to be a
sign that one is apprehensire, hesita¡t and-/or unwilling to partìcipate $,ithout in¡ibition. Only dÙring
special services (e.g., weddings) is a¡riving late ând
non-conformít\.15

the "anoiniir,g with oil"

siÍing ù tie "bâck". out of necessity not-considã-red

occurs rvhen studenfs are in need ofa physicar heåling. staf or stûdenrs
tie student's forehe¿d- lay tleir hands on hin/her

gather aroùnd tlle ailing student, place a drop of oil on
ard pray for the Divine to Iìeal the student.
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As each segment is carefufly planned, the manner in which

it

ends is

of

equal

importance. To a great exlent, the mood of a particular chapel service determines its
ending. For example, chapel services that have been exciting and energetic may end in
an

uplifting prayer.
delivered

A

closing prayer such a this

in a jubilant manner. In

will contain uplifting

themes and be

contrast, those chapel senices that have been

predominantly contemplative, deeply reverent and serious may end with a quiet
dismissal

ald an open opportunity to remain within the chapel to pray. sometimes, there is

no

formal dismissal given and students remain and pray until they are finished. He¡e, the
end

of chapel occurs when one leaves the space and the sacred state is ongoing until there is
no one left to sustain it.

Instructional Ritual
communion is the emphasis on attachment to the group. Instructional rituals are
used

to strengthen students' attachment to the pentecostal boarding school (communion)

are deliberately and systematically articulated in instruction. Attachment to the group
is
achieved not only

ti'ough the instructional materiai but also throrrgh the

classroom,s

spatial arrangement and instructional activities (class opening, Iesson, a¡d closing)_

Instructional materials
Instruction in the Pentecostal boarding school is made up of a series oftheological
and practicai subjects which are intended to transmit religious truths and offer
an outlet

for

application of those truths (see Appendix A).16 Theological subjects maybe divided into

two categories: theology and theologically informed. Theology are those

classes that

explicitly concentrate on the study of the Divine, His attributes, and ¡elevant religious

16 Theologvis mainl- y the stu y of Divine things and./or religious

the study of God ând His attributes.
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truths. More speci.ficany, theology is

truths. The theologically informed are those Liberal A¡ts
pertain

to

classes

theology but are impricitly saturated with religious

that do not directry

truths. For

example,

Anthropology class - the study of the origin, physicar and culturar deveropment of
man begins

with a discussion ofthc Divine's creation of Adam and Eve ard a description

and

explanation ofan inherently sinful human nature.

P¡actical subjects providing an outlet

for

apprication are divided

into two

categories: subjects on the application of religious truths and outlets for the application

religious truths (Appendix

A).

Subjects on the application

of

of religious truths prepare

students for applying religious truths in both religious and secular settings.
These classes

train students to communicate religious truths convincingry, counser believers

and

non-believers according to those religious truths, effectively educate children
and adults,

and manage and lead groups

of

believers in churches. Students apply religious truths

outside the classroom by conducting religious church services in local churches,
nursing
homes, and mentai hospitals. students arso appry religious truths in informal
settings such
as

proselytizing at a local inner-city drop-in centre.

Instruction in these subjects is intensive.
p m. every weekday morning (see Appendix

B).

It

occurs between g:30 am and 12:30

Each class is 55 minutes in length. The

students spend on average eighteen and one quarter hours in class a

week. Instruction

(specialized and concentrated rerigious instruction) is prefaced by moming prayer,
which
serves

to intensift the students' faith, and brealdast which serves to fortift the students,

bodies. with full stomachs and prepared minds, students enter instruction.
attendance is a central aspect

crass

of the students' life. They modift their own activities

around this schedule- students arange part-time work schedules and sleep times
around
classes.
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Classroom arrângement

The Pentecostal boarding school classrooms are rarge square rooms with
semi-fixed features arranged

in a theatre format. Typically they have a large

heavy

teacher's desk at one end ofthe room, making it the front and centre ofattention. Behind

the teacher's desk is an overhead projector and a wall

white. The

absence

of cha.lkboards. The walls

are

of decoration and the grey carpet focus students' attention

on

reminders of upcoming fund-raise¡s, music rehearsals, and assignment due dates
on the

chalkboards. Facing the teacher's desk are sl,mmetrical rows of student desks arranged in
straight, vertical and equally spaced lines- This orderly and simplistic format undergoes

little alteration throughout the school term

sitton suggests that the classroom can be interpreted as an expression of
expectations for the behaviour that is to occur within

it

as

well as a facilitator in realizing

those expectations (1980:66; sommer 1969:g).11 classroom arrangement transmits a
s}'mbolic message to students as to what is supposed to occur in that space: students
sit

facing the front

in an orderly fashion, and

observe as the teacher conducts an

"information-transfèr kind of education" (David 1974:696). Getzel suggests
that these
arrangements endorse a conception of the student as an "ideationally empty organism

associating discrete stimuli and responses through
punishments under the control

the operation of rewards

and

ofthe teacher', (Getzels 1974.530).

The classroom arrangement is sociopetal to student-teacher interactions. It is also
sociofugal with regard to student-student interaction (sitton l9g0:71). The theatre format

is an expression and facilitator for student behaviour during class but

it

also becomes a

way for organizing student identity ('we are all here under the legitimate leadership and
dìrection of the teacher').

". Ou. rririoos of humar natu¡e find erpression in the build-ings \ye constnìct and these constructions
iû turn do the silent yet tÍesistible work of telling us \ì,ho we are ând what we must do_ oü habìts
imp€l
17

our habilâtions, and our habìtations impel our lives,, (IIall 1969:8).
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fnstructional activities

As students file into the brightly lit, sparsely decorated classroom,
they laugh,
jostle with one another, and continue conversations
initiated outside the crassroom
students are lively and boisterous, sustaìning a mood
of play and festivity from the
hallway They move to a preferred desk and begin readying
the space for the upcoming
activity by searching in their backpacks for notebooks
and texts. As the teacher is noticed
standing behind his desk, signaling lor the students'
attention, the students cease talking
and quickiy ready themselves for the lesson. The
mood smoothJy changes to one of work
and seriousness.

Teachers obtain the attention of the students.
M¡. Baldwin predominantly stands
solemnly behind his desk with his hands crasped behind
his back while rooking out ar rhe

rows of students' M¡s. McNeil promptly and assertively
calls for the students, attention
when the time for instruction has arrived. N4r. McKorkre
stands behind the Íìont desk
with his arms crossed and a solem¡ expression on his face.
IVf¡. Mitchel tends to furrow
his brow and rest his crosed fist on his chin as
if contemprating the upcoming lesson. M¡s.
McDougai frequentry stands at the f¡ont of the room
with her eyes closed as if in prayer.

All

members

ofthe faculty wait until the boisterous noise level subsides
before they open

the class in prayer.

In addition to these displays of authority, teachers establish
their authority by
"sanctif ing" the instruction with an opening prayer. prayer
varidates
the teacher,s

position in formal instruction. He/she is the only
one eligibre to speak. prayer validates
the content of instruction as it is'of the Divine' or part
a
of ..God,s word.,' ThereaÍìer,
the position of'teacher' and content carry with them
an unquestionable qualib,. Students
respond to this 'sanctification' of instruction through
prayer by immediately bowing their
heads, closing their eyes, and assuming eamest
and thoughtful facial expressions_

Mr- McDougal (eyes closed): Let's pray, Father, we want to thank you for the
beautiful day You have given us. I just ask th¿t you will be with us todav as we
hear and read from Your word. Speak to us today, Be with each of thLse young
people" God. Bring to memory all that is talked about today, Lord. In youi
name we ask ít, amen.

A

basic rule

of instruction is

everything is in its time and

,.there

is a time and place for every,thing and

place." students are shepherded promptly, by

teacher's

displays ofauthority, into the fixed, task oriented schedule (..ever¡hing is in its time,,).

Mr. Baldwin: Class, the time to begin has passed. Let's get in the frame of mind
please. We've got a lot to cover this morning.

To usé Hall's terminology, instruction
(i969:15)

l8

any given

time.

operates

on "monochronic time', (M-time)

There is only one activity (the right one) going on within any given space at

Teachers create lesson plans that try

to

ensure an exact sequential

development of content for a specified amount of time (Sitton 19g0'79). students are
expected

to remain in their

seats and remain attentive and quiet

for the remainder of the

lesson ("everyfhing is in its place").

Teacher displays and postures that establish authority also define the expectation

the teacher has for the students. students recognize the authority behind the teacher,s
displays and accordingly respond

to

those displays. Simply, the students manage

themselves in such a way that supports the authority of the teacher and, therefore, the
authority of the institution.

when the teacher stands at the f¡ont of the classroom, with arms folded and a stem
and determined facial expression, students become silent and attentive. when the teacher

18 "Monoch¡omic

tme (M-time) and poþhronic tme @-úme) repres€nt two va¡ia¡t solìrtons to the use
ofboth time ând space as organizing forms for activites. Space is included becaùse the trvo qysterns (tme
and space) are furctionally interrelated. M-time emphasizes schedules. segmentation, and prãmpmesì.
P-time svstems are characterìzed by s€veral things hap¡rening ât once. They st.ress involvemenr
óf¡reople
and completion offansaclions rather r¡ån adherence fo present scheddeJ' (Hall 1969:15).
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writes on the chalkboard, and begins reciting religious truths or scripture references,
students take notes, They read along with the teacher when he/she reads from
the Bible or

text.

students bow their heads and crose fheir eyes when the teacher begins to pray.

students become task oriented when thc actions ofthe teacher prescribe a task.
These primary actions of the students, compliant

to teacher authoriry

(silence,

taking notes, reading along with the teacher, bowing one's head and crosing one,s
eyes)
are prefaced by a series of facilitating actions. Facilitating actions are those
that students

must perform in order to perform the primary actions. In order for students
to take notes

or read aìong in the required text, they must be sittíng quietly, watching and listening
attentively. when students communicate with one another, for exampre asking for a
missed þage number or requesting to borrow notes or

pe,! they do so quickly and with

a

whisper. Students who silently pray in concert with the teacher at prescribed moments
must be either sitting or standing, depending upon the direction given by the
teacher,
listening to the teacher as he/she prays with closed eyes. In order to ask questions
during

instruction, students must be sitting orderly, listening attentively, cognitively
arranging
infurmation, repkasirrg and inquiring. In this way, performing the actions
of a ..good
student" - note-taking, reading, asking questions, and praying

-

are facilitated by a series

of compliant actions.

Students perform these primary and facilitating behaviours

with

restraint,

attentiveness, moderation, obedience, and pliabilìty. These qualities are valued
concepts
applicable not only to the "student" role but to the "pentecostal,'

¡ole. performing the

primary and facilitating actions during instructioq and consequently, enacting
their
qualities also, is the initial step to possessing them beyond the classroom.
The components ofthe "macro instructional ritual" (the series oflessons occurring

throughout the school term) resemble that ofa Universìty or communi4r college:
assigned
reading, lecture, and exams (Mclaren 1993:g1). Students are assigned readings
from a
series

8l

of selected texts including the Bible. The subject matter of the assigned readings

comprises the content

of the teacher's lecture, At the middle and end of each term,

teachers test the students' grasp

of the material covered during the lesson and readings.

Exams are the primary means of student academic assessment. Individual lessons which
are teacher-centred and are directed

toward the instillation of specialized religious content

into the student, predominantly consist of lecture. Lectu¡e contaìns both overt and subtle
forms of indoctrination. Subtle indoctrination validates the authority of the teacher and

content. overt indoctrination emphasizes the impressiveness ofbelonging and attachment
to the group.
The teacher exercises authority during the lecture, through movement and talking.

As the students remain cloistered in their own desk space, all other spaces are off-limits
and belòng

to staff The teacher's ability to move about the classroom, when others may

not have that liberty, is a demonstration of power to a sessile congregation. Teachers
make occasional forays into student seating

to

selectivity address student queries at

effective, intimate distances. Teachers routinely lecture from different parts of the room

which allows them

to survey their listeners and reduce unauthorized student behaviour

tluring instruction. students' restriction of movement a¡d teacher,s freedom of movement
reiterates the difference in authority between the two groups during instruction.
Teachers control the atmosphere, as they talk for the greater part

time.

ofthe instruction

Through talking, they introduce, clarify and reiterate the expectations

students inside and outside

of

the

the classroom with minimum ambiguity and make adoption

imperative. Making imperative student expectations is accomplished by teachers'

authority. This authority comes from their position as legitimate
representatives worthy

institutional

of students' reverence and trust. Talking, the unhampered ability

to speak, gives the impression that what teachers have to say is of importance, valid a¡d
legitimate, When teachers speak, everybody is to listen.

To the class, these behaviours of the teachers or, what Mclaren woud term
'performatives', legitmizes
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the school's status quo (Mclaren 1993:107).

These

performatives in specialized religious instruction are effective becagse they
are delievered

by the teacher, a recognized authority figure. However, the teacher does not just
represent the school but also the

Divine. consequently, everything the teacher says

has

the same authority as if it were spoken directly by the Divine.

Mr- Baldwin (during a recture): you rook around and you see the things of the
world. I mean you see people hurting each other, drinking, having pro-miscuous
sex, drugs ,.. you name it. Real Christians don't act that way. Reãlbom_again
believers have a sincere desire to do the will ofGod in their life.
The teacher describes traits atypical of the "born-again believer" and, in doing
so,
describes traits that are definitive

ofthe "born-again believer " The teacher is not merely

describing standards for attitudes and behaviours, he/she is bringing the expectation into
existence (making these attitudes and behaviours desirable).

Not only is he/she describing

a "bom-again believer" but he/she is establishing the criteria to which the students must
adhere to in order to become

or remain "bom-again believers." At the

sarne time, he/she

also assigns moral worth to the criteria.

l\rk- Baldwin (during a lecture): If we know what is right and we don't do it, our
testimony is a-ffected ... we've failed. Something's not right. chances are, we, in
our spirit, a¡e not right with God. God says if we are neither hot or cold...if we,re
luke warn! He'll spit us out.

Teachers, like

Mr Baldwir! articulate the criteria for "bom-again believers,,by describing

behaviour as being "right"

or "wrong.',

Teachers also set the criteria

for the students' behaviour inside the classroom

Teachers occasionally di¡ect students

to

perform specific acts which encourage and

facilitate the inte malization of the teachings of pentecostalism.

Mr. Mitchel (during lecture): you'[ want to write this down in your notes - may
be on the exam.
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Expectations fo¡ the students are defined by expticit directions.
In addition, teachers apply

moral worth to the furfillment of, or neglect of; student expectations,
In other words.
when students follow directions, they are "good students" and
when they do not, they are
"bad students." The designation of"good" and "bad"
may not be explicitry stated.

Mr. Mitchel: Don't wait until the last minute to study
work.

that's lazy and it doesn't

Mr. McDougal: Take Rick - he was involved in ever¡hing. He was
in every group
a¡d he studied hard His grades weren,t great but he hadìntegrity.
He *as a"
servant leader ... a model student.

Students' behaviours (real

or hypothetical) are associated with positive

(integrity,

sewitude) or negative (la4r) qualities.

The performative manner ìn which teachers tend
expectations gives the impression that their instruction
questioned (olson 1980:186). once expectations

for

to inform students of

theìr

is legitimate ald not to

be

students, inside and outside the

classroor4 a¡e associated w'ith a moral order, they are macie
sacred and, therefore,
unquestionable. These expectations are not amenabre to verification
without calling into
question the underlying beriefs
@appaport 19g0:189). 19 To question the underrfng

beließ is taboo as
membership.

Ifa

it

displays disbelief withìn a group in which berief is essential for

studerrt displays disberief, "questions the faith,,'he/she is acting
contrary

to the expactations of student and of bom-again believer, therefore jeopardizing
his,&er
membership in the group. consequentry, most students conform
to what is required

of

them. Though students' conformity does not necessarily symbolize students,
berief in the

19 "That
which

x posû¡lated as urquestionable nray but need not be religious. lt rnay but need not
have to
do with m)'strcat_forc€s and the spirit worta. unquástionaritio'
*rv
u" invested
in
*a s\ßtem
-rø.yih"r
of
"*"'
"'
authority or a politcal ideolog¿ or other mâtters,, (Moore an¿
iyzz

ir"*¿

i2).
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values of the school, it does serve as an index of accepting those values. Going through
the motions of instructior¡ no matter how perfunctorily, brings conformance into being.

The end

of the lesson is

summarizing statement)

frequently marked by

or trademark

assigning

a

verbal cadence

of homework/reading.

(a

brief

occasionally,

instruction ends with prayer. Prayer facilitates instruction as it relaxes the rigidity ofthe

spatially and verbally established expectations
meditation serves

to foster an atmosphere of

Meditation often includes the use

of

for

student behaviour. prayer and

reverence, contemplation and reflection.

audio-visual resources with

a

musical andlor

inspirational program which promotes a relaxed and fraternal atmosphere. students are
asked to take time to reflect on themes previously covered in the lesson.

At the end ofthe meditation and prayer, and instruction formally ove¡ students fìle
out of the single exit. The mood created by the meditation extends into the hallway
students greet each other

warmly. Touching after

as

class through, accepted forms

of

contact, is frequent even between student and teacher. Hugging and back-patting break
the tension of the instructional ritual caused by the formal teacher-student relationship.

It

serves to re-ignite ¿he spontaneous bonding and feelings of goodwill that prevails outside

the classroom.

Reintegration rituâl
Reintegration rituals are the series ofinstitutional procedures to reconnect students

to the Pentecostal ethos when they have breached the social order of the pentecostal
boarding school. Students are then reminded of what the expectations of them are, how

they should act and why they should act in that particular
emphasizes the idea

"death

way. To do so, the staff

of mortification. Mortification refers to the transformation from

of' or separation from, an affiliation to the outside wo¡ld to "rebirth to"

or

achievement of an institutionally approved status within the pentecostal boarding school.
These rituals serve
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to establish the authority of the staff and the

submissiveness

of the

sfudent. The staff criticize students' unsuitable actions, thus making them awa¡e of their
offence against the school's authority and assign them an unfavourable status by giving

lhem demerits. staff then require students to perform remedial tasks (correctton) to
re-establish their status in the school. In efforts to achieve favourable status with fellow
students Q'eintegrate), students will voluntarily describe and confess their offence to the
student population in a public confession.

Awareness of Offence: I)emerits and Guilt
students who adhere to the code of conduct experience favourable status within
the Pentecostal boarding school. They are also adhering to the institutional authority

of

the codé ofconduct enforcers (the staft).

In contrast, those who violate the code ofconduct are considered ofiènders against
the school and the staff authority. Non-compliance with the code of conduct may also be

an act of non-compliance with the authority of the Divine. students categorize their
offences in two main categories: breaches of the operational o¡der and breaches of the

moral order.20 Breaches ofthe operational order are those acts of non-compliance with
the staff and are contrary to the expectations of the "student." Examples of breaches

of

the operational order are unexcused absence from class and chapel, being late for curfew,
wearing ripped jeans to class or chapel, and neglecting to sign out for meals. Breaches

of

the moral order are those offences against the authority of the Divine, and contrary to the
expectations

ofthe "bom-again believer." Examples of

breaches

ofthe moral order are

drinking, gambling, profanity, and pre-marital sex.

20 The two categories
of orde¡ discussed here are not intended to appeår exclusive of each other. Instead,
these ft¡'o câtegories occasionally over-lap as do úe corrective practic€s for each. For example, shÌdents
who míss praver in the moming may be subject to â "gult trip" fiom a staff rnember- As wèll. mrdents
who smoke and or d¡ink may also be subject to demerits.
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students are made forma y awa¡e of their offence through a system of demerits

given by the Dean

of students.

Demerits are mainly given

for a violation of

the

operational o¡der articulated in the code of conduct. offences committed by students
are
brought to the Dean's atte;tion bv staffmembers

Mrs. McDougal: I know I'm obligated. If I see a student break a rule, I must
report them. so it does affect me in that way. It would be hard. I believe that if
saw someone leaving after curlew or someone being inappropriately involved
together, I'dhaveto report them both. But I'm the typé of person that would
go to those people and say ,I have to report you. I'm sorry but that,s the
way it
is.'

students as well are encouraged to report student offences as they are their ,,brother's

[sister's] keeper." Being a keeper means that one is obligated to one's fellow students.

Student: You can break rules without getting caught by Mr. Mitchel
[Dean of
When we come in late for curfew, the RA comes into;y room.
'Hi guys. Its pretty late, we might have to do something about that_, Á¡d he
reports us. It's like little versions of Mr. Mitchel. sometimes they even wait
up
for us.

Students].

offending students are notified of their demerits through a mailing system. Demerit slips
are deposited in their mailboxes. Demerit slips record the offence, the date of
the of,Fence,

the offending student, the required correctior¡ and the superviso¡ of the correction
(Appendix C)
Breaches ofthe moral order are informally addressed by the Dean of students
or
other concerned staff members in a way other than giving demerits. They approach
those
students and make the latter feel

"guilt" of non-compliance. students refer to this

as

..guilt

trips," staff gently remind students oftheir obrigation to the school's authority.
Student: They shape you by making you feel guilt for certai¡ things. Ifyou do
something against what they berieve, they make you feer bad, tike you screwed up,
a7

I

Maybe you don't feel guilty yet, but they let you know that they
don,t approve and
that you are not fitting in to what they think is the mord. you will tra,r"
ìå
if you want to get on anybody,s good side at a.ll....But they make you feel guilty"
"hange
and it works.

on these "guilt trips," students are reminded of their obligation to the authoritv of the
Divìne.
Student 1; They make you feel guilt by suggesting that you are not meeting
our
expectations.
Student 2: You are not meeting Jesus, expectations.
Student 1' That is what
are always bringing up, ,.would Jesus do that.,, They
ley
try and lay on the guilt. They think if they do, it will smarren you up and
sometimes it will.

Guilt acts as a social force upon these students compelling them to examine
their actions
to

see

ifthey fit wilh their selfconcept.

If

offences

to both the operational and morar order are serious, non-compriant

students a¡e referred to a disciplinary committee. The disciprinary committee
is made up

of the Dean of students, one other faculty member, dorm supervisors and two student
representatives. The disciplinary committee determines disciplinary action

when

"extreme" discipline is necessary. Deviant students are asked to
appear in front of the
discipline committee and address accusations of non-compliance.

student (Interview). The thing about Nadine was ... she wasn't living how christ
would. she wore her bra ove¡ top of her shirt. That was just stupid. it was a joke
that was taken by some other student to be offensive. I think most of all, peopie
thought that she was doing damage to her testimony and that it was ¿o"á ïitË u
bad spirit. she got 20 demerits for impropriety and she apologized to those people
who were offended.

staff member on Disciprinary committee: we want to maintain an orderly learning
atmosphere ... one that's based on Ch¡ist. We can't have people running
iound
here being inappropriate and still have a christ-like setting. Idust doesã,t
work.
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Festinger suggests that, in efforts to maintain an internal sense of equilibnum and order. an

individual needs to believe helshe is acting according to his/her selfconcept and values.
behaviour changes

for any reason and is not in

If

accordance with the individual's self

concept, he/she experiences dissonance and is impelled to resolve the discrepancy between
his/her self concept and behaviour. To minimize the discrepancy between thought, feeling,

and action, which a¡e components

of the i¡dividual's identity, the individual

re-aligns

behaviour with his,/her self concept and values, re-establishing a sense of equilibrium and
order (Festinger 1953.1-9 Hassan 1990:59)
Students of the Pentecostal boarding school encounter this pattem of discrepancy
whenever they commit acts contrary to the school policy for behaviour. They re-establish
personal equilibrium throirgh repentance and restitution. These punitive procedures the

school institutes allow the institution to impress upon students disdain for actions not in
accordance with school policy and consequently inspire feelings ofpersonal dissatisfaction

aad guilt within the students. As these students arrange their private and public life
according to the will ofthe total institution, aspects ofthe students' selves are significantly
shaped.

Correction
Correction consists of the remedial tasks performed by students intended to help

them regain favourable status within the school. This is, in Tumer's terminology, the
liminal stage, wherein the offending students are

i¡

transition between the unfavourable

status associated with non-compliance and the favourable status of compliance with staff

and Divine authority (1969:94-96) To obtain favourable status, these students must

perform actions which endorse the social order which they have breached. In this
institutionalized act, which endorses the order of group life, offending students perlorm
campus work

to alleviate the demerits (and, occasionally guilt) accompanying the offence

to the code of conduct.
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students who

fa

to meet the required standards ofcampus life are gìven demerits.

Demerits are not an end in themselves, nor are they endlessly accumulated without

reprieve. students may work to reduce their number of accumulated demerits through
campus

work such as work in the kitchen, landscaping,

and

janitorial assignments. while

other students with campus work assignments work to lessen their payment to the school,
these students with demerits work to lessen the number of demerits.

Such students are given work assignment for a number of hours. They are given
campus work sheets to record the p¡ogress of their rehabilitation. They are required
to
record the sta-rt and finish times of a task and the total time on that task. Then they
obtain
a signature from the work supervisor and given a rating based on their performance

ofthe

correctiïe task.

Student: I get demerits mostly for skipping prayer in the morning. I know l,ve

been caught when I look in my mailbox in the morning and I see ihat little white
slip. So I get ... l0 demerits and one hour of campus work to work it
I do

off

the routine - go to Mr. McDougal [campus work supervisor], get him to sign it
when I'm done the hour of raking. He signs it and the Dean sìgns it. rnen t do it
all over again. Cheap labour, eh?

students u¡ith 100 demerits may be suspended or even expelled from the pentecostal
boarding school, Students may appeal a dismissal case to the president who ultimately has
the last say. Though excessive demerits result in dismissal, staffexpress a sincere desire to

it is considered beneficial for students'
Therefore, staff often relax the dismissal standard, using it oniy in severe

keep students within the school program as

character.
breaches

ofthe social order, and assþ campus work to offending students instead.

Reintegration
Reintegration are those actions in which students work to regain status within the
school and with fellow classmates. As the students' status is altered by non-compliance
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with staff authority, they may regain favourable status by a voluntary act of submission to
the authority ofthe

staff

The most effective voluntary act of submission to authoritv - of

reintegrarion - is public confession.

Public confession

is

effective as

it

requires students

to

temporarily and expose themselves to the remaining population.

separate themselves

It

usually occurs in

chapel and other student assembly settings such as general assemblies and co-ed

devotions on this occasion, students havejust completed

a musical portion

ofthe service

in the chapel when the leader asks,

Leader: Is there anyone that has a testimony or a Word from the Lord that they
would like to share?

Isaac (a first year student) takes this opportunity to "get some things off my chest that

God's been burdening me

to say." He stands up from the middle of the seated

congregation, clears his th¡oat, and, clutching a Bible in his hand, begins to speak.

Isaac: I have had a rough couple ofweeks and I'm sure I've been hard to live with
[chuckles]. I'm sorry about that. I really let my devotional life slide and I guess
that's what happens. Yesterday and today, I,ve been getting back into it and I,ve
really been blessed.
want to encourage you all to stay in the Word.
That's your strength.

Ijust

while speaking, he faces the ftont as if intending to speak to the leader standing on the
elevated platform and makes the occasional glances to his left and right, to include his

feilow congregation members. The ¡ecalcitrant student is required
himself/herself fiom the congregation by standing up alone and in Íìont

to

separate

of his fellow

students and staff and declare his inadequacies to his peers.

The public confession generally has th¡ee parts: the admission, the apology, and

attribution. students admit to an inadequacy o¡ offence against the school, Admission

9I

allows students to shed any association with actions and attitudes that are not valued
by
the staff and students.

Student (during confession). when I came here, I was not totally interested in
Iiving for the Lo¡d. I listened to secular music, dressed how I wanted, didn't come
in for curfew, and I wasn't interested in going to old folks homes and stuff I
guess you could say I was a back-slider. But Nfrs. McDougal
[staffmember]
talked to me and showed me that she cared about me. I got back right wit¡r co¿
and now I don't have any craving to do any of that stuffan,lnore.

Upon admitting inadequacy, offending students direct some form of apology
students, and/or the

to

staft,

Divine. The apology is a crucial element ofpublic confession as it is a

statement of submission

to all those listening that the confessor is inadequate or wrong

and desi¡es to be adequate or right.

Student (during confession): I am sorry ... and I want to make things right.

Students frequently attribute the success of their new awareness

to the Divine sturlents

tell of how the Divine convicted, cleansed, inspired and generally motivated them not only
to confess publicly but to alter their lifestyle because oftheir new awareness.

I

(during confession): Ijust want to thank God for getting me through this
term. I kind of left everything to the end. Without God's strengrh I wouldn-,t
have been able to do that, I should have been ready for that test but I guess that,s
what grace is - getting what you don,t deserve. Next term I won,t be ãoing that
student

again.

Student 2 (during confession): If it wasn't for Jesus ch¡ist I would never have
gotten this far, I just want to thank Him for his love and kindness. He changed
me big time_ I can't imagine Him not being a big part of my life_
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Individual mortification becomes evident in these theraputic narratives. Students publicly
shed inadequacies, submit
emerge from "death" to

to

authority, and attribute their success to the Divine and

"life."

Although other means for students to regain favourable status exist within the
Pentecostal boarding school (e.g-, private apologies with staff), public confession
seems

to

be the most effective for reintegrating them into a favourable status with all members

of

the Fentecostal boarding school.

Student I (interview): Let's say you have a problem witn somebody... and you,ve
done something really mean to them you go to them and say ,sorry , fhey mlgiìt
forgive you, but everyone else thinks you,re ajerk. They don,t see ihat you
forgiven by that person and by God. They think you are still a loser. But at
assembly, they give opportunity for people to speak and say what God has on their
hearts. And this person gets up and says, ,look I've been a loser to everybody
here. I am sorry about thinking this way about Jason., Then everybody;, opinio'
of you changes. Since he announced it, everyone thinks ,now he is Of Vt., are
back into the little spot they fit you in before you broke out. That is ... how the
school operates.

*"ã

'

student 2 (interview): Ya, I noticed that with Darlene. Everyone thought she was
being a witch abcut everyrthing. So they took her.to apologize to Mrs. McNeil in
front of the whole student body for her to gain acceptance. That helped her fit
back into the clique.
Student 1: [Public confession] didn't make a difference with Darlene's standing
with God but it made a difference as far as how she feels. She didn't have to b-e on
the defensive all the time. She didn't have to think that everyone was down her
back. She didn't have to think everyone was looking at her badly_ They were.
Everyone was wondering, 'what is the matter wìth Darlene?, Right aftár the
confession, all of a sudden, it was like .Oh she is.ight with everyone again.' But
really it didn't effect her standing in the spirituat but it effected her standing in the
social. Confession probably made her feel more spirituai though.

After a public confession, students reported experiencing better relationships with staff
and other students.
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Public confession is "voluntary" as

it is not a school

requirement for students

However, the voluntariness of this act of submission seems less voluntary as students are
strongly encouraged to "take whatever means appropriate to remedy a wrong doing with
another b¡othe¡ or sister and God."

Staffmember (intewiew): personally, I think confession helps a whole lot. I did
wrong. It bothers me. I can't sleep at night_ you confess your wrong and all of a
sudden it helps your emotional health and your physical health, I think it also has a
big bearing on our relarionship with God. It ís the Biblical principle to forgive a
fellow man like God has forgiven you. There is something about the environment
here that is very constructive.

Conclusion

The rituals of the Pentecostal boarding school indocta¡ate students

in

the

Pentecostal ethos by establishing staff authority and, subsequently, legitimizing the content

of the rituals. students' faith is intensified when they respond to staff
detachment ÍÌom the outside

world

and receptMty

messages

to the Divine. students

overt aird subtle indoct¡ìnation during classroonr iilstnjction which
unquestionable adherence to the expectations

Reintegration transforms students

by

ofthe "bom

experience
emphasizes

again believer,' and the student.

encouraging detachment

or

"death"

unfavourable status and "rebirth" to a favourable status in the boarding school.
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Chapter 5: Total Conformitv?
The purpose of this research was to determine whether or not the pentecostal
boarding school produces total conformity to the practices olthe school and the broade¡
concepts contained in the Pentecostal doctrines amoirg the students. The data
suggest
that the isolating and indoctrinating practices are not always effective. There are instances

of full conformity tkough both public and private acceptance of the practices and
concepts but in other instances, public

or private conformty, or both, may not have been

achieved. In other words, there are two types of conformity achieved by the isolating
and

indoctrinating practices. totar (pubric conformity

with private acceptance of

that

behaviour) and partial (pubric conformity without private acceptance of that behaviour).

In the fcillowing pages, the effectiveness ofthe pentecostar boarding schoor in producing
total and partial conformity will be assessed and an explanation provided.

Total Conformity Revisited
Total conformity is achieved when conformity in public behaviou¡ is accompanied

by the irrdividual's private acceptance of that behaviour. According to Festinger,
total
conformity (public conformity with private acceptance) can be determined by observing
public behaviour and eücìting private responses.

"If we could observe,

as nearry simurtaneously as possible, the person,s behaviour
under both public and private conditions, we would have a saiisfactorv basis for
distinguishing between the two types of influence. If the private behaviour is
found to coincide with the public behaviour we may assume thàt we have observed
public compliance with private acceptance. If, however, publicly the person shows
the compliant behaviour but privately reverts to his originar behaviour, we may
then assume that the public compliance without private acceptance ilas taken
place" (1953.233).

The use of private elicitations

to

determine the students' private acceptance

Pentecostal ethos was the most accurate way
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to

determine private acceptance

of

the

in

the

Pentecostal boarding school, The data obtained duríng interviews and journal writings

provides an accurate indication of the students' private acceptance during the interview
and while writing in a joumal but provides a less accurate indication of the students'
private acceptance outside ofthe immediate presence ofthe researcher. However, both
public observations and private elicitations carried out in the Pentecostal boarding school
suggest that total conformity has not been achieved among all

it's participants.

The objective of the Pentecostal boarding school's isolating and indoctrinating
mechanisms is

to produce conformity to the Pentecostal ethos, namely mortification,

sacrifce and communion. Most students (97%,

N = 30)

to

regularly conform

the

Pentecostal ethos publicly with or without private acceptance. In other words, conformity

to practices embodying mortification, sacrifice and communion may be achieved, however
that conforming behaviour is not always accompanied by private acceptance.

Generally,

all

students publicly conform

to the pentecostal ethos.

Their

participation in, and consequent public conformity to, the isolating and indoctrinating
mecha¡isms has been observed. Descriptions

of

isolating and indoørinating practices are typical

students' public conformity

of

to

the

the entire student population.

Generally, these students both adhere to the code of conduct Guidelines which isolate
them and participate in the rituals of indoctrination with few instances of non-compliance.

The boarding school sta.ff reported a

0%o

drop-out rate for the school

term. of

these

students that remained, not one suggested that they were having serious doubts about the

Pentecostal boarding school or that they were considering dropping out.

Orly

45o/o

(l'{:

14) of students unquestionably conform, publicatty and privately,

to the all the practices of the Pentecostal boarding school. students' private responses,
made available by interviews and journal entries, include a rich variety ofjustifications and

rationalizations for conforming to the school's practices. The accounts, some of which
have been described or quoted in the preceding pages, strongly suggest that they deeply
believe the isolating and indoctrinating practices necessary for the times in which they live.
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in order to meet their social needs and Divine approval. These responses coincide with
the observed behaviour and support the notion that students conform to the isolating and
indoørinating practices
Some students (55%,

N:

17), however, question

tle

means

for achieving

those

ideas. In other words, these students value the pentecostal ethos but do not always agree

with how it is achieved through isolation and indoctrination. They suggest that
possible to believe in the idea but not in how

it

is

it is realized.

Hilroy: I think you have to be careful as a Christian. you have to be careful
what you take in because sooner or later it makes you who you are. But I really
think I can wear my hair long, wearjeans to churcl¡ go to a movie theatre, or itay
out past eleven and still be a great christian. I can do those things and still be
pure. So, I guess I don't believe in how [the school] encourages purity and
separateness but I do believe in being pure. I mean, I'll still respect the school's
rules, I'll still play the role but I won't always buy into it.
whichever the case, public conformity can produce private acceptance. In the end,
individuals may even exceed standards ofpublic behaviour set by the school.

Stuart: I don't necessarily enjoy doing everything we're supposed to do but I,m
leaming to. The school is set up to [help us] develop as christians. I get up in the
moming, earlier than I wouid like to, and rejoice in the Lord because I ám in a
place that is dedicated to helping me become the strongest, spirit-filled christian I
can be. By the end of my morning prayer, I am thankful people like president
McAllen a¡d the Baldwins are looking out for me.

Algela: [Laughs] I've even started praying before chapel and classes. They don,t
make you.... But after I started praying at the beginning ofthe day and noticing
what a difference it made..,in my mood, I just wanted to get into the Spirit more. I
get so much out ofçlasses now. You should try praying. [Laughs] It doesn,t hurt.
Accounts such as Stuart's arld Angela's suggest the extent total conformity may be
achieved by the Pentecostal boarding school.
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Theoretical E:planallions
Reasons for the different reactions

ofthe students can be found in their reaction to

the isolation and rituals in the pentecostal boarding school. According to Festinger,
the
forces shaping the individual may be interpreted as "induced,, or..owned.,'
Induced forces
are those perceived

a.s

emanating íÌom the authority and do not necessarily coincide with

the individuals' interests "owned forces" are seen as those corresponding

to

the

individuals' interests and meaningfur

to

the

to them. The process of

conforming

Pentecostal ethos can be viewed in terms ofstudents accepting or rejecting
these forces

influence (Festinger 1953 :233)

of

_

Public conformity without private acceptance occurs when the institutionar
practice is perceived as an induced force. practices in the school influence
students to
¡emain in the Pentecostal boarding school, restrain

or discourage interaction with

the

outside world, and promote fea¡ ofthe consequences for leaving the pentecostal
boarding

school. The students' busy scheduling, the weakening of exclusive relationships, the
adopting of a "student" title and the removal of unsupportive possessions infuence
their
decision ro remain students. Geographical isolation provides the physical restraint.
The
constant reiteration of the "outside"

tkeat also make students afraid to leave.

practices detach students f¡om the "outside world" and encourage investment
attachment

to the

Pentecostal boarding school. Because

of these practices,

These

in

or

students

publicly conform. At the same time, these students see the forces of i¡fluence or..induced
forces" as originating from the expressed will of another, namely the pentecostal boarding
school stafl and do not directly correspond with their needs (Festinger 1953:233).
Even

ifthe

students do not reject the practice openly, they do so privately.

Public conformity with private acceptance is the product
attractiveness

of the Pentecostal boarding school and

of two factors:

the

pleasure derived from being a

student, Here personal and institutional interests coincide. The practices of communal
living and sharing, communal worlq institutional completeness, distinct dress and language
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and the instructional ritual foster an attractiveness

to the

Pentecostal boarding school.

Intensification rituals and communal living make life pleasurable and meaningful.
students are highly attracted to the school or derive pleasure fiom being students, they

If

will

exhibit public conformity with private acceptance. These forces dir ectly correspond to the
students' needs and therefore are meaningful to them. Since these forces are meaningful,
students are more likely to publicly conform to and privately accept them.

Induced forces of influence originate {iom the expressed will of another, such

as

the Pentecostal boarding school stafi and not with the needs of the student. These forces,

however, may become owned forces of influence if the student accepts them (Festinger

1953:233). When the student accepts the induced force, it no longer originates with the
express

will ofthe Pentecostal boarding school staffbut

becomes "owned" by the student

and, therefore, corresponds to the student's needs.

Isaac: At first I was really rebefiious- I thought that I didn't have to do what
everybody else did. I guess my heart r,ryasn't right with God either. But after the
first couple of weeks, I was really miserable. I was getting into scraps with
President McAllen and some teachers over curfew and dress code and stuff One
night I \4'ent to the altâr, and I was really frustrated, and Ijust prayed about it. It
\ryas awesome. God really took away my rebellious spirit. Now I know that these
rules may seem silly but fìom this side I can see they are necessary. It's because
they're necessary that I submit_ I don't just submit to [PBS] I think of it as
submitting to the Holy Spirit each time I have to do something. Man, does it make
things a whole lot easier. You should thi¡k about it.
Isaac is an example

ofa

student who, fo¡ the sake remaining a student, choose to accepÍ

an induced force of influencg therefore, making

it

an "owned fo¡ce."

In this process, the attitudes and behaviour instigated by the induced force will
continue to occur in it's absence. There students publicly conform to a boarding school
practice but also privately endorse such behaviour. They accept that influence and adopt
the characteristic concept embodied by that practice_
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Conclusion

The Pentecostal boarding school uses isolating and indoctrinating practices to
produce total confomity

to the Pentecostal ethos.

students' needs are more likely

practices that correspond

to produce public conformity with private

to

the

acceptance.

However, when those practices are not seen to correspond with the needs of students they

tend

to result in public conformity without acceptance. whichever the

case, the

Pentecostal boarding school is largely successful in producing public conformitv in
the
school

Apnendix A
Subject Lists
Theology
Acts
A¡cient and Medieval Church History
Christology (Study of Christ)
Early Pauline Epistles
General Epistles
Gospel of John
Hebrews
History oflsrael (I and II)
History of Missions
Introduction to the Bible
North American Church History
Pneumatology (Study of the Holy Spirit)
Survey ofthe Bible
Twentieth Century Pentecostalism

Theologically Informed Subj ects
Anthropology
Communication (I and II) (Written and Oral Communication)
Music Fundamental s
Physical Education
Subjects on Application of Religious Truths
Christian Education of Adults
Christian Education of Children
Christian Education Principtes and Methods
Church Management
Counseling Basics
Leadership (I and II)
Practical Situational Counseling

Applications of Religious Truths (Mission Work)
Joe's Place (Inner City Drop-in Youth Centre)
Local Church Meetings
Local Nursing Homes
Pentecostal Boarding School Players
Pentecostal Boarding School Singers
Pentecostal Boarding School Tours
Valley View Mental Health
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Appendix B
Al-Clasrlchedule-ûor ferm One (Fall, 1996)
B) Class Schedule for Term Three (Spring. 1997)

)rì\ate Oe\ôt¡ons
7)+5 Ati,t

Generãl Epistles

925 At!
:hapel

iChìld¡en
2ûth C€nturv

Chfistian ËdLEatio¡
Generê] Epistles
Cou¡6elirìo

tli35,
rãpel

8:00 PIV

lliæ

PM

Appendix C

Example Demerit SIip
Note: This slip must be signed by your supewisor and retumed to the Dean of students bv
the date indicated.
Name: Evan

Jasper

Offence. Skipping moming
Ðemerits:
Work Hours Assigned_ I
Supewisor: Mr.

10

prayer

hour
McDougal
Supervisors Signature: Mr. McDougol

Date Completed and Returned to Dean: May 3, 1997
Signature ofDean:

Mr. Mitchel

Da&: }y'ray. 6, 1997
Darc:ly'ray.3, 199.7
Suspended: No.
Task Assigned: Mowing
Complete by. May f ,lSOl
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